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PREFACE 

 
 
 

 Compared to the old days (perhaps one or two decades ago), the role and expectations 

for modern mechanical engineers have changed. Mechanical engineering itself involves 

diverse areas of study including thermal science, structural mechanics, analysis of 

dynamic systems, systems control, fluid mechanics, and so on and so forth. Conventional 

mechanical engineers were able to deal with indeed ‘purely mechanical systems’ such as 

automobiles, turbines, HVAC systems, etc. However, the problems that modern 

mechanical engineers face are different in nature. Even for the case of automotive 

industry, companies are increasing the number of hired engineers from disciplines other 

than mechanical engineering. Examples one may easily guess range from needs for 

building power windows to development of engine control units and by-wire systems, etc. 

Eventually automobile manufacturers are aiming for developing fully electrically driven 

vehicles due to environmental and political reasons and at the meantime we see hybrid 

type electric vehicles running on roads which are interim achievements leading to their 

final goal. To make these lengthy statements short, modern engineering problems that we 

face are virtually all ‘multi-disciplinary’ in nature. 

 This means modern mechanical engineers are required to gain base knowledge from 

different fields of studies or at least need to become able to ‘talk’ with collaborators from 

different engineering majors. The good news is that even under these circumstances, we 

can still keep our specialty that other disciplines do not cover. As a broad field of study, 

mechanical engineering is an essential knowledge base for virtually all engineering 
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problems and plays a crucial role in realization of brilliant ideas into actual products that 

contribute to improve the standard of life of the human race. 

 Personally, when I decided to major in mechanical engineering in 1998, I was 

thinking maybe someday I would be able to design and build a rocket flying to the moon 

or something similar. However, after having years of academic and industrial experience 

on automotive and residential hydrogen fuel cell systems (2005-2007) after graduating 

college, now I see myself having specialty in thermal characterization of microelectronics 

which I have never even imagined about. Once I had a serious agony about what my 

engineering identity was. But I’ve concluded, this is the real world and life that modern 

mechanical engineers are subject to. Therefore, I believe for mechanical engineers, it is 

important to not only have a sound foundation or specialty in terms of mechanical 

engineering but also not to fear challenging unfamiliar engineering problems, and instead, 

diving into those new areas to fulfill one’s curiosity.  

 The study recorded in this thesis may be a good example that shows the progress of 

one naïve mechanical engineer adapting himself in a problem having its roots fastened 

deep into a totally different field of study and the process of discovering meaningful new 

findings with a different point of view from the engineers in the main stream. I remember 

the first question I asked to my thesis advisor Dr. Samuel Graham before joining his 

group. “I have no knowledge and no idea regarding this research project. Do you still feel 

I can work on it?” His answer was “No problem.” 
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SUMMARY 

 
 
 
 The development of state-of-the-art AlGaN/GaN high electron mobility transistors 

(HEMTs) has shown much promise for advancing future RF and microwave 

communication systems. These revolutionary devices demonstrate great potential and 

superior performance and many commercial companies have demonstrated excellent 

reliability results based on multiple temperature accelerated stress testing. However, a 

physical understanding of the various reliability limiting mechanisms is lacking and the 

role and relative contribution of the various intrinsic material factors, such as physical 

stress and strain has not been clearly explained in the literature. Part of issues that impact 

device reliability are the mechanical stresses induced in the devices as well as the self-

heating that also limit device performance. Thus, quantification of stress and temperature 

in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs is of great importance. 

 To address some of the needs for metrology to quantify stress in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs, 

micro-Raman spectroscopy and micro-photoluminescence (micro-PL) were utilized to 

quantify the residual stress in these devices. Through the use of micro-Raman and micro-

PL optical characterization methods, mapping of the vertical and lateral stress 

distributions in the device channels was performed. Results show that stress can be 

influenced by the substrate material as well as patterned structures including metal 

electrodes and passivation layers.  

 Previously developed and reported micro-Raman thermometry methods require an 

extensive calibration process for each device investigated. To improve the 

implementation of micro-Raman thermometry, a method was developed which offers 
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both experimental simplicity and high accuracy in temperature results utilizing a 

universal calibration method that can be applied to a broad range of GaN based devices.  

This eliminates the need for performing calibration on different devices. By utilizing this 

technique, it was revealed that under identical power dissipation levels, the bias 

conditions (combination of Vgs and Vds) alter the heat generation profile across the 

conductive channel and thus influence the degree of device peak temperature.  

 The role of stress in the degradation of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs was also explored. A 

combined analysis using micro-Raman spectroscopy, coupled electro-thermo-mechanical 

simulation, and electrical step stress tests was conducted to investigate the link between 

performance degradation and the evolution of total stress in devices. It was found that in 

addition to stresses arising from the inverse piezoelectric effect, the substrate induced 

residual stress and the operational themo-elastic stress in the AlGaN layer play a major 

role in determining the onset of mechanically driven device degradation. Overall, these 

experiments were the first to suggest that a critical level of stress may exist at which point 

device degradation will start to occur. 

 The optical characterization methods developed in this study show the ability to 

reveal unprecedented relationships between temperature/stress and device 

performance/reliability. They can be used as effective tools for facilitating improvement 

of the reliability of future AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 
 
 

1.1 AlGaN/GaN HEMTs 

  

1.1.1 Device Physics, Applications, and Current Status 

  

 Gallium nitride (GaN) based systems are under development due to their potential use 

in not only advanced electronics but also optoelectronic devices in UV-C spectral regions. 

GaN is a direct wide band gap (~3.4 eV at room temperature) semiconductor with an 

attractive combination of very high breakdown electric field, good electron mobility, high 

saturated electron velocity, reasonable thermal conductivity, and stability at high 

temperatures (Fig. 1).  

 High electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) or heterostructure field effect transistors 

(HFETs) made from AlGaN/GaN are of great interest because these improved intrinsic 

material properties allow for large improvements in key material specific tradeoffs 

relevant to high frequency RF devices and power switches such as between power and 

frequency or on-resistance and breakdown voltage. These advantages distinct 

AlGaN/GaN HEMTs from conventional HEMTs, HFETs, metal semiconductor field 

effect transistors (MESFETs) or metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors 

(MOSFETs) built with legacy materials. Notably, the material exists normally in a 

wurtzite phase which exhibits strong polarization in the c-direction (or <0001> direction) 
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that allows for very high carrier concentration densities and that are achievable without 

ionized dopants for c-plane, Ga-face AlGaN/GaN HEMTs (currently the most common 

growth direction for this technology). In Fig. 1, representative materials used for building 

transistors are qualitatively compared in terms of material properties relevant to device 

performance. 
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Fig. 1. Diagram of material properties for typical transistor base materials. The electron 
mobility shown for GaN refers to the mobility at the 2-DEG of an AlGaN/GaN 
heterostructure (2000 cm2/Vs). The electron mobility in bulk GaN is 1000 cm2/Vs. 
 

  

 The AlGaN/GaN system is highly analogous to AlGaAs/GaAs, also employed to 

build HEMTs. The most notable difference is that careers (electrons) in the two-

dimensional electron gas (2-DEG) of AlGaAs/GaAs HEMTs are provided from a donor 

sheet in the AlGaAs layer whereas for AlGaN/GaN, the strong intrinsic (spontaneous) 
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and piezoelectric polarization of wurtzite GaN (and AlGaN) can easily generate enough 

sheet charge at the AlGaN/GaN interface to draw >1013 cm-2 free electrons to the GaN 

side of this interface, forming a 2-DEG without the use of dopants [1]. Notably, this sheet 

charge arises from the crystal lattice itself and is periodic in nature so does not result in 

the ionized impurity scattering and mobility reduction that come from random ionized 

dopant atoms. Because polarization charge requires no thermal energy for ionization 

(unlike dopants), high carrier density is maintainable at very low temperatures which 

enables special applications such as deep space signal reception. Optionally, the AlGaN 

may be doped (in analogy to AlGaAs/GaAs), which with the existing large conduction 

band discontinuity at the hetero-interface can further increase the 2-DEG career 

concentration while still keeping 2-DEG electrons away from ionized scattering centers.  

 The polarization of the III-N materials is critical. Due to the non-centro symmetric 

crystal nature, i.e., lacking of an inversion center, of these III-V materials, AlGaN and 

GaN have spontaneous electric polarizations, and notably that of AlGaN is significantly 

larger. The sign is such that Ga-face grown material will contain positive sheet charge at 

the AlGaN/GaN interface due to the difference in polarization encountered at the 

interface. The thin AlGaN layer is pseudomorphically grown on the GaN layer. Thus the 

AlGaN layer’s in-plane crystallography obeys that for the relatively thick GaN layer 

underneath. This means the crystal as well as thermal mismatches between the thin 

pseudomorphic layer (AlGaN) and the thick GaN layer are accommodated solely by 

elastic strain in the thin layer without any plastic relaxation or formation of misfit 

dislocations to match the GaN crystal lattice. The in-plane or a-lattice constant of AlGaN 

is smaller than that of GaN which decreases in size by increasing the Al mole fraction [2]. 
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Therefore, the pseudomorphically grown AlGaN is under tensile strain with respect to 

GaN because of their lattice mismatch, and the resulting piezoelectric polarizations in the 

AlGaN adds to the positive sheet charge at the interface, resulting in a charge layer that 

can be well above 1013 cm-2 [1]. This charge does not go uncompensated, but instead a 2-

DEG forms in the GaN buffer near the heterointerface. The 2-DEG sheet carrier density 

in this channel is typically about 1013 cm-2, which is an order of magnitude higher than 

that of GaAs based HEMTs. This translates into their high current-carrying capabilities. 

Furthermore, the electron mobility and electron velocity in GaN remains at fairly high 

values even at elevated temperatures. Although Si and GaAs based structures can offer 

high mobility and electron velocity, they have smaller band gaps. GaN’s wide band gap 

results in a large breakdown field (~3 MV/cm) which is about ten times higher than that 

for Si or GaAs. These superior material properties enable high power RF operation (large 

voltage and large current operation simultaneously) thus render AlGaN/GaN HEMTs as 

promising components for high temperature, high power, and high frequency electronics.  

  Due to lack of availability of GaN substrates, the III-N structure is typically grown 

by epitaxial techniques such as MBE or MOCVD on distinct substrate materials such as 

sapphire, Si, or SiC. Ohmic source and drain contacts are formed and the Schottky gate is 

deposited on the barrier material (AlGaN). A dielectric passivation layer (typically low 

temperature PECVD grown Silicon Nitride) covers the device which prevents charging of 

undesired surface states and protects the device from contaminants. Advanced design 

schemes can be implemented to control reliability issues in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. For 

example, source connected field plates and T-gates can be added to mitigate the high 

electric field which develops at the drain edge of the gate in the presence of a large 
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voltage bias. A typical AlGaN/GaN HEMT structure is shown in Fig. 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Typical AlGaN/GaN HEMT structure. 
 

  

 AlGaN/GaN HEMTs are planned for or already finding wide applications in RF 

sources and power amplifiers for commercial ground base stations, satellite 

communications, and next-generation high data rate wireless communication systems 

thanks to their high power, high frequency, and broadband capabilities compared to 

relevant GaAs based parts. SiC is also capable of high voltage operation due to its wide 

bandgap (~3.2 eV) and is advantageous in terms of high power operation due to its very 

high thermal conductivity. However, devices based on SiC suffer from poor electron 

transport properties (Fig. 1) that hinder their use in high frequency applications [3]. By 

using AlGaN/GaN HEMTs, reduction in both overall system size and power consumption 
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(higher efficiency) is warranted [4]. 

 There is a demand for AlGaN/GaN HEMTs in the automotive industry for power 

switching applications, for example, AC charging system and DC/DC buck converter 

used in hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) [5]. GaN switches are advantageous over Si 

based counterparts, for instance, Si-insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs), featuring 

substantially lower conduction and switching losses. Since GaN devices can operate at 

high temperature environments at more than 200 °C, the cooling system for the power 

control unit can be integrated with that for the engine compartment. These capabilities 

can lead into development of down-sized, lighter, and cost effective vehicle power 

control systems with higher energy efficiency.  

 Efforts are being made to develop low cost AlGaN/GaN HEMTs using Si substrates 

and active research is underway for heterogeneous on-wafer integration of GaN-on-Si 

devices and Si electronics as an alternative to direct competition with existing Si 

technologies [6].   

 Although these devices demonstrate great potential and superior performance, a 

physical understanding of the various reliability limiting mechanisms is immature. For Si 

and GaAs based transistors, the major concern or limiting factor in terms of device 

reliability was the relatively low breakdown voltage. In contrast, for AlGaN/GaN 

HEMTs, even though the nominal operating voltages are much higher, these conditions 

are far away from the breakdown voltage for these devices and developers have been 

facing new device degradation physics. Hot electrons induced by high electric fields can 

be trapped on or in the passivation, in the AlGaN, or in the GaN buffer and even generate 

traps which degrade device performance [7]. The inverse piezoelectric effect, on the other 
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hand, can drive a failure mechanism as a result of the electric field in the device where 

excessive tensile strain induced in AlGaN leads to formation of crystallographic defects 

in this layer [8]. The bias condition for operation is an important factor that determines 

which failure mode plays a dominant role in device degradation. This was shown in [7] 

comparing the impact of three bias conditions on device degradation, namely, pinch-off 

state (Vgs=-7.7 V, Vds=20 V, highest gate-to-drain electric field in absence of carriers in 

the channel), semi-on state (Vgs=-5.5 V, Vds=20 V, high electric field and existence of hot 

carriers in the channel), and on state (Vgs=0 V, Vds=20 V, lowest electric field and highest 

population of less energetic electrons in the channel). Hot-electron degradation prevails at 

semi-on conditions with moderate Vds (<30 V) since a fairly high current and electric 

field present in the device induces a large population of hot electrons. At pinch-off states 

with high Vds (>30-50 V), the inverse piezoelectric effect becomes prominent due to 

highest Vgd in the device. In contrast, in the fully on state junction temperature is 

typically highest with potential to degrade the Schottky gate and ohmic contacts, drive 

thermal diffusion and intermixing processes, and form material defects (wear-out) thus 

causing device failure or reliability problems. Clarification of the physical mechanisms 

underlying the various reliability limiting mechanisms is a topic of great interest to the 

GaN HEMT community. Many factors have been postulated in the literature on this 

subject since early 2000. 

 Understanding of device degradation physics is the first step to improve the device 

reliability. For this reason, not only conducting electrical measurements along with 

accelerated lifetime tests but also performing mechanical characterization is essential. 

Micro-Raman spectroscopy and micro-photoluminescence (PL) are noncontact and 
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nondestructive optical material characterization techniques with adequate submicron 

spatial resolutions suitable for in situ investigation of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs in terms of 

examining mechanical stress and temperature during device operation. In the following 

subsections, a presentation accounting for current reliability concerns involving 

mechanical effects (structural and thermal) is given. Also the adopted optical 

characterization techniques (micro-Raman spectroscopy and PL) are briefly introduced 

and their advantages over other conventional stress/temperature measurement methods 

are discussed.  

 

1.1.2 Reliability Concerns: Structural 

  

 At present, most of commercial GaN layers implemented in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs are 

obtained by hetero-epitaxy on substrates with lattice and symmetry similarities due to 

limitations (size, cost, quality, availability) in commercially available free-standing GaN 

substrates. Sapphire has been a low cost conventional substrate extensively used by 

having a good epitaxial relationship with GaN. Despite its high cost, SiC exhibits 

significant advantages over sapphire (and Si). Smaller lattice constant mismatch and 

thermal expansion coefficient difference with GaN allows growth of high-quality GaN 

films with low dislocation density. The high thermal conductivity of SiC (an order of 

magnitude greater than that of Sapphire) prevents excessive heating in GaN devices and 

enables high power operation. Si substrates are under keen interest due to their low cost, 

large wafer size, high crystal quality, and good thermal conductivity, and used 

commercially when the cost-performance tradeoff makes this advantageous, such as for 
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large power switches. Si substrates may allow the integration of GaN devices into Si 

microelectronics as well. However, deposition on Si substrates is not ideal due to the 

large mismatch (especially thermal mismatch) between Si and GaN crystal structures. 

Growth of GaN on diamond substrates and their application (GaN on diamond HEMTs) 

have also been reported which offers potential for development of HEMTs with even 

higher power outputs and higher density layouts. 

 However, the thin GaN hetero-epitaxial layers inevitably possess a residual strain (or 

stress) due to the growth process on lattice mismatched substrates and post-growth 

cooling with difference in thermal expansion coefficients between the substrate material 

and the GaN epitaxial layer. Strain from defects which is usually tensile arises due to 

point defects, dislocations, stacking faults, and twins [9]. Thus details of the buffer layer 

also modify the stress in the GaN layer significantly [10]. This stress is commonly biaxial 

across the thin GaN film and stress free in the growth direction. It has been reported that 

GaN grown on sapphire contains compressive stress while GaN on 6H-SiC and Si is 

under tensile stress [11], [12], [13] (for GaN grown on SiC, the stress can also be 

compressive, depending on the processing method). Excessive residual stress induces 

formation of dislocations, stacking faults, and cracking near the GaN-substrate interface 

which leads to degraded performance and shortened lifetime in GaN-based electronic 

devices [14]. Furthermore, wafer bowing caused by residual stress can complicate device 

fabrication and residual stress also affects optical and electrical properties of the GaN 

epi-films. Therefore, stress information in not only the AlGaN barrier but also the GaN 

layer is crucial in terms of improving device performance and reliability of high power 

GaN based devices.  
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 In addition, mechanical stress inherent in the AlGaN layer of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs 

due to the hetero-epitaxial growth and other processing methods can negatively impact 

device performance. The 2-DEG in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs is responsible for the high 

current capability and is created in response to the large spontaneous/piezoelectric 

polarization in AlGaN which causes electrons to drift towards the hetero-interface and 

aggregate into the quantum well. The electronic performance of these devices is mainly 

limited by the sheet carrier density and electron mobility in the 2-DEG. These electrical 

properties are a strong function of the mechanical strain built in the AlGaN layer. For 

example, imposing tensile in-plane strain in the AlGaN layer increases the piezoelectric 

field thus results in higher 2-DEG sheet carrier density in Ga(Al)-face heterostructures. 

Stress-induced effects on device performance due to Al content [15], [16], passivation 

[17], and substrate-induced residual stress in the GaN layer [18] have been reported. 

Simply operating AlGaN/GaN HEMTs leads to a vertical electric field in the device 

structure which generates inverse piezoelectric strain. Under high voltage conditions, the 

large electric field in the vicinity of the drain side gate edge is responsible for generation 

of large in-plane tensile strains in the AlGaN layer. These strains can result in device 

degradation via the formation of electrically active defects or trap states near the gate in 

the AlGaN [8] (Fig. 3). Mitigation of the inverse piezoelectric stress can be realized by 

smoothing the peak electric field by introducing field plates. From the mechanics point of 

view, minimizing the built-in residual strain in the AlGaN layer at non-biased conditions 

is important but accompanies a trade-off in less output power due to a smaller 2-DEG 

sheet carrier density.   
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Fig. 3. AlGaN/GaN HEMT degradation driven by the inverse piezoelectric effect. 
 

 

1.1.3 Reliability Concerns: Thermal  

  

 As AlGaN/GaN devices can operate at exceptionally high power densities, for 

example, over 30 W/mm [15], the overall power is large and as a consequence, 

considerable heat generation in the active region becomes a crucial issue in terms of 

device performance and reliability. Considerable self-heating negatively impacts 

transport properties. The electron mobility and drift velocity reduce with increasing 

temperature mainly due to enhanced polar optical phonon scattering that in turn decreases 

the device output current and operational frequency (i.e., a decrease in DC and RF 

performance).  Current saturation occurs at an applied electric field that is much lower 

than the electric field required (~200 kV/cm) for electron drift velocity to saturate in bulk 

GaN [19]. The self-heating effect is also observable in the I-V characteristics, i.e., 

negative DC output conductance at large Vds conditions. Excess high junction 

temperature has potential to degrade the stability of gate Schottky and ohmic contacts as 

well as form material defects, thus causing reliability problems and even device failure.  

 Under normal operating conditions, a peak electric field is concentrated over a small 
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region in the vicinity of the drain side gate edge near the AlGaN/GaN interface [20]. This 

intense electric field spike can lead to breakdown even for relatively small values of Vds. 

An extremely high electric field can occur in conventional structures which do not 

employ field-plates or recessed gates. The energetic or hot electrons generated by the 

high electric field lose energy to the lattice primarily by emitting longitudinal optical 

(LO) phonons via Fröhlich interaction (‘A Coulomb interaction between electrons and 

the longitudinal electric field produced by the LO phonons [21]’) due to the strong ionic 

nature of GaN. Generally, the GaN A1(LO) phonon lifetime is significantly longer than 

that for other wurtzite materials such as AlN [22]. There is a large gap in phonon density 

of states between the acoustic and optical phonon branches [23]. Thus simple decay paths 

such as two-phonon symmetric decay are not possible. Hot electrons relax predominantly 

by LO-phonon emission in GaN since it is a polar semiconductor. The long LO phonon 

lifetimes in GaN enhance hot phonon effects which increase relaxation times of hot 

carriers. This phenomenon exacerbates thermal energy dissipation or hot spot formation. 

The group velocity of an optical phonon is near zero thus the emitted LO phonons remain 

in the channel until they either are reabsorbed by electrons or decay into transverse 

optical (TO) phonons and acoustic phonons. Acoustic phonons play a role to effectively 

transport the Joule heat away from the active region of the device towards the substrate. 

In the 2-DEG, the LO phonon decay time or lifetime (~350 fs) considerably exceeds the 

LO phonon emission time by a hot electron (~10 fs) [24]. Thus at the drain end of the 

gate electrode where the lateral electric field is highest, a localized accumulation of non-

equilibrium LO phonons or so-called hot phonons takes place which acts as a bottleneck 

in thermal energy transport. At this local region a nanoscale “hot spot” (diameter of 10-
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100 nm [25]) in lattice temperature forms as a result of the combination of electric field 

spike, complex phonon interactions, and ballistic transport effects [26]. This hotspot 

formation mechanism is briefly illustrated in Fig. 4. Determining the temperature rise in 

AlGaN/GaN HEMTs under these conditions using conventional thermal models (using 

diffusion type conduction heat transfer equations) based on power dissipation alone is 

thus incorrect. This fact reflects needs for more advanced modeling schemes or 

experimental methods that can estimate the channel temperature with reasonable 

accuracy.  

 

     

Fig. 4. Hot spot formation mechanism for operational AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. 
 

 

1.2 Experimental Methods to Quantify Temperature and Stress in AlGaN/GaN 

HEMTs 

  

 In this section typical techniques that have been commonly used for characterizing 

mechanical stress and temperature of semiconductor devices are introduced. Then the 

suitableness of utilizing Raman spectroscopy and photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy 
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for analyzing AlGaN/GaN HEMTs in terms of structural and thermal aspects is discussed. 

  

1.2.1 Stress measurement techniques 

  

 In measuring residual stress using x-ray diffraction (XRD), the strain in the crystal 

lattice is calculated based on measured lattice parameters and the associated stress is 

determined using the elastic stiffness coefficients assuming linear elastic deformation. 

This non-destructive method is applicable to crystalline materials including not only 

semiconductors but also metallic or ceramic materials with relatively small or fine grain 

size. Another method to determine stress in thin epi-films is wafer curvature method 

(WCM). Based on measured wafer bows, the radius of curvature is calculated, and the 

average stress in the film is calculated using Stoney’s formula. This technique also 

requires knowledge of elastic properties of materials under interest. Even though both of 

these techniques have been widely used for quantifying the residual stress in GaN epi-

films [27], they are more suitable for estimating wafer level film stress. These methods 

are inadequate for determining local variation of stress in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs due to 

their large probing area. HRXRD is more sensitive to the stress near the surface of the 

wafer whereas WCM is sensitive to the stress at the epilayer interface. 

 

1.2.2 Thermometry techniques 

  

 Infrared (IR) micro-thermography is a widely used tool to image temperature 
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distributions of electronic devices. This is a tool passive optical technique utilizing 

naturally emitted IR radiation from a surface. However, it was shown in [28] that this 

technique significantly underestimates the channel temperature of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. 

Emissivity calibration issues related with background radiation is one problem. The low 

lateral resolution (~10 μm) limited by the wavelength of the IR radiation from the device 

surface, and the fact that IR radiation is transparent to wide bandgap materials including 

GaN limit the accuracy of this technique and makes it inadequate for estimating the 

channel temperature occurring in operating AlGaN/GaN HEMTs.  

 Electrical temperature sensitive parameter (TSP) methods such as the DC 

characterization method were utilized to measure the channel temperature of AlGaN/GaN 

HEMTs [29]. DC characterization method relies on the negative differential resistance in 

the HEMT output characteristics originating from self-heating effects. This is a 

noninvasive and fast technique requiring simple experimental apparatus. In addition, 

measurement is not limited by the device layout and also works for fully packaged 

devices. However, as pointed out in [30], electrical TSP techniques probe an electrical 

average temperature over a large domain (entire source-drain gap for the DC electrical 

method) whereas significant inhomogeneous lateral gradients are present in operating 

AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. Thus the obtained temperature values are significantly lower than 

the actual device peak temperature. Also TSP methods need to rely on drastic simplifying 

assumptions which place the measurement accuracy in question. 

 Liquid crystal thermography (LCT) uses nematic liquid crystals which change 

crystalline order from the nematic or anisotropic phase into isotropic phase at a known 

temperature. Accordingly, the optical state of the liquid crystal changes as well. A liquid 
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crystal layer with thickness on the order of several micrometers is deposited over an 

electronic device, e.g., transistor, and illuminated with a polarized light. The reflected 

light is monitored through another polarizer (analyzer). Above the phase transition 

temperature, the reflected light remains its polarization orientation. Below this 

temperature, the polarization orientation of the reflected light is altered. This technique 

has been used for hotspot identification and temperature measurement of electronic 

devices and was applied for measuring the surface temperature of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs 

[31], [32]. LCT offers simplicity in measurement, high spatial resolution and relatively 

low system cost but finding a liquid crystal having optimal transition temperature (which 

one would prefer to equal to the maximum device operating temperature) suitable for a 

particular device is uneasy. In addition, it is not easy to properly apply the crystal over 

the device surface and maintain the crystal layer during measurement.  

 Thermoreflectance is another technique that has been used for monitoring surface 

temperature of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs [33]. Temperature rise induces a change in the 

optical reflectance of the surface of some materials. This technique measures the change 

in reflection amplitude of visible wavelength illumination using a CCD camera and 

generates a two 2-D map of the surface temperature distribution.  Sub-micron spatial 

resolution is achievable using visible light. However, low signal to noise ratio obscures 

obtaining accurate temperature information of materials having low values of 

thermoreflectance coefficients which quantitatively represents the material’s reflectivity 

change in response to temperature rise.  

 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) can also serve as a thermometry tool with spatial 

resolution limited solely by the size of the thermal probe which can be only a few 
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nanometers [34], [35]. Thermal resistance between the material surface and probe as well 

as the heat capacity of the probe needs to be taken into account to raise the accuracy of 

measurement results. Physical contacting methods such as AFM are not preferred for 

measuring operating semiconductor electronic devices. 

 

1.2.3 Active optical techniques 

  

 Raman spectroscopy and photoluminescence (PL) provide non-contact and fast 

means to locally analyze microscale devices such as AlGaN/GaN HEMTs with sufficient 

spatial resolutions of ~1 μm [36]. The probing area of both of these optical methods is 

limited by the device layout, i.e., optical access to the semiconductor material is required. 

 Micro-Raman spectroscopy measures phonon frequency of semiconductor materials 

thus is capable of indirectly measuring stress and temperature [37]. Sub surface depth 

profiling measurement can be done in confocal mode and sub-microsecond transient 

measurements can also be made [38]. Information from metal layers is not obtainable due 

to fluorescence effects and their low phonon energies. Measurement over a large area 

using micro-Raman spectroscopy is not an easy task as it requires positional scanning and 

long data acquisition times unlike IR thermography or thermoreflectance. Visible Raman 

spectroscopy can serve as an effective in situ tool for examining operating devices since 

interference to the electrical performance of the device by photon irradiation can be 

minimized by utilizing a sub-bandgap visible laser with reduced power.  

 PL spectroscopy utilizes a monochromatic light source with photonic energy larger 

than the bandgap energy of the semiconductor monitored. The incident laser light is 
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absorbed at the surface of the material creating electron-hole pairs. The energy bandgap 

of the material is detected from the radiative decay of photo-excited carriers during their 

thermalization or recombination process. The bandgap energy is known to vary with 

temperature and applied stress. PL should be utilized with caution when measuring 

devices under electrical bias since free carrier generation occurs at the illuminated region, 

typically the channel or active region when measuring AlGaN/GaN transistors. Even 

when measurement is taken under an unbiased state, laser power has to be carefully 

adjusted not to induce local heating by laser light absorption. 

 As seen in the foregoing subsections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2, a wide variety of techniques 

exist for measuring mechanical stress and operating temperature in semiconductor 

devices. Ultimately, the choice of technique depends on several factors including the type 

of devices studied, required accuracy, and spatial resolution, etc. Active optical methods 

were employed in this study as they seemed to be the most optimal techniques for 

investigating stress and temperature distributions and relevant physical phenomena 

occurring in the channel of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. A more detailed overview of Raman 

and PL spectroscopy will be given in Chapter 2. 

 

1.3 Outline of Study and Contributions 

  

 The study developed in this work can be broken into two major parts: i) development 

of methods to measure stress and temperature of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs using optical 

material characterization techniques, and ii) a reliability study that involves electrical 

stress tests, optical stress/temperature measurements, and multi-physics based simulation 
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intended to highlight the role of mechanical effects in the electric field induced 

degradation of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs postulated in [8]. These studies were conducted to 

obtain better understanding in device degradation physics in order to facilitate realization 

of GaN electronics.  

 First, in Chapter 2, a detailed presentation regarding the underlying physics of the 

optical techniques adopted in this work, i.e., Raman spectroscopy and PL, that relate the 

correlation between stress/temperature and their optical responses is given.   

 For stress measurement, first a self-consistent framework combining XRD, Raman 

spectroscopy, and PL was developed in Chapter 3. Strain free references and conversion 

factors required for stress assessment of GaN thin films using Raman spectroscopy and 

PL were determined. This was attempted to overcome dispersion or inconsistency in 

stress metrologies using Raman spectroscopy and PL reported in past literature. The 

parameters obtained can be utilized with confidence to measure stress in GaN based 

devices. The developed method provides efficient means of process feedback in terms of 

stress monitoring utilizing optical techniques (Raman spectroscopy and PL) between 

fabrication steps in the test and development stage of GaN devices. 

 The stress measurement methods developed were applied to actual devices in Chapter 

4 for measuring residual stress in the channels. This yielded insight into lateral as well as 

vertical gradients of stress present in the conductive channel of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs for 

the first time in literature. This observation of the stress distribution within the conductive 

channel revealed that tensile strain is induced in the AlGaN layer near the edge of metal 

electrodes. This means metallization schemes that induce compressive strain in the 

AlGaN layer or proper passivation overlayer deposition that results in less tensile strain at 
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its edges will be beneficial in terms of device reliability.  

 In Chapter 5, a time-efficient, simple, and accurate Raman thermometry method 

utilizing linear relations between stress/temperature and frequencies of multiple phonon 

modes was developed. This method does not require a temperature calibration process 

since it mainly relies on intrinsic characteristics of the material under interest, i.e., GaN. 

However, this method must be used only when biaxial stress is present within the c-plane 

of GaN. 

 Various Raman thermometry methods including the ‘2-peak fit method’ developed in 

Chapter 5 were applied to device measurement in Chapter 6 in order to study complex 

thermal phenomena occurring in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs under operation. The effect of 

electrical biasing conditions on the self-heating in AlGaN/GaN devices was examined. 

Bias-dependent self-heating in non-field plated devices was investigated experimentally 

and verified by coupled electro-thermal simulation. Among diverse bias conditions 

resulting in same power dissipation, the heat generation region becomes more 

concentrated into a nanoscale domain under the drain end of the gate at bias conditions 

with higher Vds and more negative Vgs. Consequently a higher channel temperature 

results compared to that for conditions with lower Vds and less negative Vgs even though 

the overall dissipated power in the device is identical. Since Raman spectroscopy probes 

the depth average stress in the GaN layer, electro-thermal simulation was performed to 

extrapolate the peak channel temperatures. This bias dependent thermal effect exerts local 

peculiarity in the device and should be taken into account in lifetime testing and 

fundamental reliability studies for AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. 

 Chapter 7 shows further extension of the studies conducted through Chapter 3 and 6 
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in conjunction with electrical stress tests and multi-physics based simulation. Coupled 

electro-thermo-mechanical simulations were utilized to quantify the mechanical stresses 

induced in the AlGaN layer of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs originating from different physical 

effects, i.e., thermo-elastic and inverse piezoelectric effects, under different voltage bias 

conditions. Electric field driven device degradation was investigated in a mechanics point 

of view by monitoring the magnitude of total stress induced in the AlGaN layer under the 

drain side corner of the gate at operating conditions where the onset of electrical 

performance degradation took place.  

 The overall objective of this work is to supplement reported degradation schemes 

with characterization of mechanical properties (stress and temperature) using novel 

optical techniques (Raman and PL spectroscopy) and reveal complex phenomena 

occurring in devices that deserve attention in the test and development stage of 

AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. 
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CHAPTER 2 

OPTICAL CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES: RAMAN AND 
PHOTOLUMINESCENCE SPECTROSCOPY 

 
 
 
 
  In this chapter, a brief introduction to the underlying physics of micro-Raman 

spectroscopy and micro-photoluminescence spectroscopy is given. Then their 

applicability to temperature and stress quantification in thin GaN epi-films is discussed. 

A survey of past efforts and methodologies developed in literature regarding these 

applications is presented. 

 

2.1 Raman Spectroscopy 

 

2.1.1 Theory 

  

 Raman spectroscopy is an optical scattering technique that is used to probe the 

vibrational energies or frequencies of the (Raman active) optical phonons in a material. 

Raman scattering is observed by the energy difference between the incident light and 

radiation scattered from the sample which corresponds to the molecular vibrational 

frequency. In the light scattering process the electric field of the radiation interacts with a 

molecule by distorting the electron cloud around the chemical bonds in the molecule. 

Electrons are promoted to a so-called virtual state and return to their ground state by 

reradiating photons. Here the dominant process is elastic scattering, i.e., no energy 
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change, where the frequency of the light incident upon the sample and that of the 

scattered light are identical. This process is called Rayleigh scattering. However, there 

exists an inelastic scattering process that occurs for one out of 106-108 photons such that 

quantized vibrational energy levels of the molecule get involved during the scattering 

process. As a consequence, this vibrational energy is transferred either from the incident 

photon to the molecule (Stokes) or from the molecule to the scattered photon (anti-

Stokes). This process is Raman scattering. This elucidation of Raman scattering was 

based on non-interacting randomly oriented molecules in gas or liquid phase. When solid 

samples such as semiconductors are under the Raman scattering process, the energies of 

quantized lattice waves or so-called phonons are observable. The Raman scattering 

process is illustrated in Fig. 5. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Energy level diagram for Rayleigh and Raman scattering processes. 
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 Modern Raman instruments are equipped with lasers that are capable of irradiation on 

a sample with very high photon density and provide a wide range of choice to be utilized 

as a light source of single frequency well away from the absorption band of the 

illuminated material. Therefore, Raman spectroscopy has become a routine tool 

comparable to IR absorption spectroscopy. Usually Raman scattering is recorded only on 

the low energy side from the energy of the source laser beam to give the Stokes Raman 

shift since the Stokes signal intensity is much higher than that of the anti-Stokes signal at 

room temperature. Using a harmonic approximation for the potential energy curve 

between atoms that constitute the molecule, it is easily deduced that the lighter the atoms 

are and the stronger the bond is, the higher the vibrational frequency will be. Raman 

scattering is expressed as a shift in energy from that of the exciting radiation usually in 

wavenumbers (cm-1). In Raman spectroscopy, this linear wavenumber scale is commonly 

used because it has a direct proportionality with energy and frequency. The relationship 

among wavenumber (  ),energy (E), frequency (ν) and radiation wavelength (λ) is 

E=hν=hc/ λ = h  where h is Planck’s constant (6.626×10-34 J•s) and c is the speed of 

light (2.998×108 m/s). 

 Molecular vibrations that cause a change in the polarizability of the molecule that 

varies as a function of the distance between constituent nuclei result in efficient Raman 

scattering and called to be Raman active. This contrasts with vibrations that induce a net 

change in dipole moment or charge distribution whereon absorption of the radiation takes 

place when the radiation frequency (mid-IR region) exactly matches the natural 

vibrational frequency of the molecule (IR active). This distinction is referred to as the 

selection rule. Raman spectroscopy and IR absorption are thus complementary techniques, 
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especially for non-centro-symmetric molecules, to extract information of the vibrational 

characteristics of a molecule. An excellent presentation of a classical approach to the 

theory of Raman scattering is given in [39] with more details.  

 

2.1.2 Stress Measurement using Raman spectroscopy 

  

 Micro-Raman spectroscopy provides effective means to examine stress in microscale 

AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. Lateral resolutions are on the order ~1 μm while the depth 

resolution depends on the excitation wavelengths and optical properties of the 

AlGaN/GaN layers.  

 Micro-Raman spectroscopy probes the energy or frequency associated with Raman 

active phonon modes. The zone-center (Γ point, k≈0) phonons are responsible for the 

first-order Raman scattering due to the energy and momentum conservation rules in the 

light scattering process. The material response to applied strain is observed through the 

Stokes peak position shift of the observed Raman active modes from its true strain free 

value [40]. With the laser incidence along the normal direction of the basal plane (i.e., 

parallel to the c-axis of the GaN layer which is also normal to the surface for Ga face 

growth most commonly used for AlGaN/GaN HEMTs) and a 180 ˚  backscattering 

configuration, the allowed zone-center optical phonon modes detectable for hexagonal 

wurtzite GaN ( 4
6vC  space group symmetry) are A1(LO) (~734 cm-1), E2(low) (~143 cm-1), 

and E2(high) (~568 cm-1), unless there are disoriented microstructures [41]. The E2(high) 

mode of GaN corresponds to the atomic oscillation in the c-plane which has a non-polar 

character as shown in Fig. 6. Its mode frequency is therefore sensitive to the lattice strain 
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in the c-plane and suitable for examining the in-plane biaxial stress in GaN epifilms [42]. 

In general, the E2(high) phonon frequency decreases in comparison to that of strain free 

GaN as tensile biaxial stress in the c-plane is applied. This phenomenon can be explained 

by the elongation of the bonds perpendicular the c-axis followed by relaxation of the 

force constants. The change in interatomic forces between atoms results in a change in 

the vibrational frequency. 

 

                   

Fig. 6. Wurtzite crystal structure of GaN and graphical description of atomic vibration 
modes in hexagonal (wurtzite) GaN.  
 

  

 The following descriptions introduce past efforts made in literature to quantify stress 

built in GaN thin films or GaN based devices using micro-Raman spectroscopy. A 

number of studies attempted to investigate the degree of mechanical stress residing in 

AlGaN/GaN HEMTs as a performance limiting factor and/or its impact on device 

reliability. A consistent description of the biaxial and hydrostatic stress in GaN thin films 

utilizing Raman spectroscopy, photoluminescence, and x-ray diffraction was reported in 
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[43]. A combined analysis employing Raman spectroscopy and photoluminescence to 

investigate biaxial stress in GaN epilayers grown on Si, 6H-SiC, and sapphire was 

presented. Roles of the AlN buffer, lattice and thermal mismatch between the GaN 

epilayers and the substrates to residual strain in the films was discussed [44]. A critical 

review of discrepancies between experimental and theoretical results in literature with 

regards to elastic properties, electronic as well as phonon deformation potentials and the 

respective strain and stress coefficients of uniaxially and biaxially stressed GaN and AlN 

was given based upon ab initio studies using a pseudopotential-plane-wave method [45]. 

The relationship between band gap and biaxial stress of wurtzite ZnO and GaN was 

investigated by side-inclination x-ray diffraction, optical absorbance spectrum, and ab 

initio calculation [46]. Raman spectroscopy was used to study the inverse piezoelectric 

strain in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs via observation of the E2(high) phonon frequency shift 

between biased (pinch-off) and unbiased states. The inverse piezoelectric strain in GaN 

was shown to be related with the magnitude of the vertical component of the electric field 

in GaN layer [47]. The magnitude of stress loads that evolve during AlGaN/GaN HEMT 

operation, i.e., operational thermo-elastic stress, inverse piezoelectric stress, and residual 

stress, were quantified by simultaneously utilizing the Stokes peak position and linewidth 

of the Raman signal. It was shown that GaN on Si devices exhibited more tensile residual 

stress at room temperature and more compressive thermo-elastic stress under operation 

compared to GaN on SiC devices with similar structures whereas the magnitude of 

inverse piezoelectric stress induced between gate and drain in the GaN layer were 

comparable (compressive) at comparable pinch-off conditions [48]. 
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2.1.3 Raman Thermometry 

 

 Micro-Raman spectroscopy can also be utilized as an effective tool for monitoring the 

channel temperature of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. A brief introduction to Raman theory was 

covered in section 2.1.1. In general, a temperature rise in GaN results in a red-shift in 

phonon frequency and increase in the phonon linewidth due to anharmonic effects. The 

downshift in phonon frequency at high temperatures originates from thermal expansion 

of the lattice and phonon self-energy suppression, i.e., decay of phonons by dissipating 

the phonon energy to lower frequency modes such that the energy and momentum are 

conserved [49]. Here the dominant contribution comes from the thermal expansion. The 

increase in interaction among optical phonons at high temperature results in increased 

phonon scattering and thus decreased phonon lifetime. The phonon linewidth Γ (cm-1) is 

related with the phonon lifetime τ via the energy-time uncertainty relation Γ/ħ=1/τ where 

ħ=5.3×10-12 cm-1s [50]. Therefore rise in temperature accompanies phonon peak 

broadening. The foregoing discussions about the influence of temperature to the Raman 

signature of GaN as well as the effect of stress introduced in section 1.2.2 are illustrated 

in Fig. 7.  
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Fig. 7. GaN’s Raman response to (a) temperature rise and (b) application of biaxial stress. 
In (a), a bulk GaN substrate was measured while isothermally heated up to known 
temperatures. Generally, temperature elevation leads to red shift, broadening, and 
decrease in intensity of Stokes Raman peaks. Measurements in (b) were taken at room 
temperature (25 °C) where different levels of tensile stress were applied to a GaN/6H-SiC 
template. 
 

  

 The typical method to measure temperature using Raman spectroscopy is to utilize 

the Stokes Raman peak shift. Operating temperature measurement of AlGaN/GaN 

HEMTs using Raman spectroscopy was first performed in [51] utilizing the temperature 

dependent E2(high) phonon frequency shift. However, since as discussed previously 

phonon frequency is also sensitive to the lattice strain, the accuracy of this technique is 

subject to errors arising from stresses that stem from sources including thermo-elastic and 

inverse piezoelectric effects that develop during device operation. In addition to the 

temperature induced shift in phonon frequencies, mechanical stress also alters the 

frequencies of the vibrational modes. Elongation of the interatomic bonds due to applied 
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tensile strain in parallel to them results in relaxation of the corresponding interatomic 

force constants. As a consequence a red shift in the vibrational frequency takes place. 

Compressive stress affects bonds in the parallel direction in an opposite manner. 

Semiconductor devices generally consist of composite layers that possess different 

coefficients of thermal expansion. In addition, under normal operating conditions, local 

heat generation occurs. Thus during operation, thermo-mechanical coupling takes place 

due to lateral as well as vertical temperature gradients formed in the device which is 

revealed by compressive thermo-elastic stress at that local hot region. Thus the difference 

of phonon frequencies at operating conditions from a reference state, e.g., at room 

temperature, is a superposition of both temperature and stress effects. In case for non-

centrosymmetrical crystal classes, electro-mechanical coupling, i.e., the converse 

piezoelectric effect, also contributes to the deviation of phonon frequencies between 

those for an operating (or electrically biased) state and a reference state. 

 In contrast to the Stokes peak shift method, the Stokes to anti-Stokes intensity ratio 

provides means to measure temperature independent of stress since this ratio solely 

depends on the phonon population that can be explained by Bose-Einstein statistics 

(under thermal equilibrium situations and within the harmonic regime). The ratio of anti-

Stokes to Stokes intensities increases with temperature since sufficient thermal energy in 

the system excites a larger fraction of electrons to reside in their first vibrational state 

rather than the ground state. This results in higher probability of anti-Stokes Raman 

scattering to occur (refer to Fig. 5). However, in practice it is not easy to implement this 

method because of the typically very weak anti-Stokes signal intensity, long acquisition 

time, and requirement of a holographic notch filter which is of high cost and has limited 
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lifetime. Due to the limitation in spectral range for single scan Raman measurements, this 

method requires more than twice of experimental time compared to the peak shift based 

method as observation of both the higher and lower energy side of the excitation laser 

line is required. 

 Former work has shown that utilizing the change in linewidth of the E2(high) phonon 

mode of GaN between the Raman spectra of the powered state and the pinch-off 

reference state (at same Vds as the powered state) provides means to perform stress-

independent Raman thermometry for AlGaN/GaN HEMTs under operation with the 

speed of the Stokes peak position measurement [52]. This method was shown to give 

accurate temperature estimates with values comparable to results from the Stokes to anti-

Stokes intensity ratio method and three dimensional finite element simulations. The 

linewidth of the Raman peak for a measured phonon mode originates from the laser line 

(coherence length), spectrometer optics, and measured specimen (phonon damping rate). 

The former two contributions are relatively invariable or independent of temperature of 

the specimen thus taking the difference between two different states (operating state at 

elevated temperature vs. reference state) of the specimen cancels out those portions 

affecting linewidth. Then only line broadening from the crystal due to temperature rise is 

detectable. As mentioned above, temperature induced phonon line broadening is a 

consequence of increased scattering of the zone-center phonon that is investigated. 

Scatterings of the phonon with microstructural defects or material boundaries are rather 

temperature independent. In contrast, phonon-phonon scattering is strongly dependent on 

temperature as the phonon population increases with elevation of lattice temperature. 

Thus it is likely that linewidth will be rather insensitive to moderate levels of stress when 
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the lattice temperature is fixed. This is confirmed by experiments displayed in Fig. 8. 

However, for applications such as AlGaN/GaN HEMTs where piezoelectric materials are 

involved and large internal electric fields occur under operating conditions, a non-

negligible electrical portion contributes to the line broadening as well. Thus in similar 

cases, appropriate choice of the reference state that will be compared to the operating 

state is crucial for obtaining correct temperature results. In [52] the pinch-off state was 

employed instead of an unbiased state to take into account of this electrical effect on the 

phonon linewidth. 
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Fig. 8. (a) Shift in Stokes Raman peak position and (b) linewidth of the E2(high) and 
A1(LO) phonon mode of GaN  due to application of biaxial tensile stress. Measurements 
in were taken at room temperature (298 K) by bending a GaN/6H-SiC template. 
 

 

 Utilizing shifts in frequencies of both the E2(high) and A1(LO) modes between the 
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operating (powered) state and the reference pinch-off state offers means to assess 

operational thermo-elastic stress and temperature simultaneously provided that the 

evolved stress is biaxial in the c-plane of GaN [53]. This is feasible since there are two 

factors of interest or ‘unknowns’ (temperature and stress) that contribute to shifts in two 

phonon modes that are measurable using Raman spectroscopy. 

 The temperature dependence of first-order Raman scattering of hexagonal GaN was 

investigated by conducting Raman measurements on single crystalline GaN films grown 

on sapphire substrates [49]. Down-shifts of phonon frequency and broadening 

accompanied by temperature rise was observed for five Raman active phonon modes: 

E2(high), A1(LO), A1(TO), E1(LO), and E1(TO). These phenomena were explained by 

adding up the contributions from thermal expansion, three- and four-phonon decay 

processes. A similar study was conducted on undoped single crystalline bulk AlN where 

the temperature dependence of the E2(high) and A1(LO) phonon modes were discussed 

[54]. The measurement of operating temperature of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs using Raman 

spectroscopy was first performed in [51] utilizing the temperature dependent E2(high) 

phonon frequency shift. Raman temperature measurements utilizing ultraviolet and 

visible laser excitations on operating AlGaN/GaN HEMTs based on the E2(high) phonon 

frequency or peak position shift were conducted to reveal through-thickness variation of 

temperature in the device [55]. The origin of the Raman signals (or probing volume) 

detected is based on the laser penetration depth in the material. While GaN is transparent 

to visible lasers with sub-band gap photonic energy, laser light absorption takes place at 

the incident surface of GaN when UV lasers are utilized as excitation sources. Thus 

differing the excitation laser light frequency allows through thickness thermal analysis of 
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the specimen. However, one should take cautions when conducting such UV Raman 

measurements on electrically biased devices since the incident laser light can 

significantly alter the electrical response of the device due to generating electron-hole 

pairs in the conductive channel. It was shown that peak shift based Raman temperature 

measurement on operating AlGaN/GaN HEMTs result in an under-prediction of 

temperature due to complex stresses which arise during device operation from both the 

thermo-elastic and inverse piezoelectric effects. In accord with this, a Raman technique 

capable of removing errors in AlGaN/GaN HEMT thermometry arising from the stress 

dependency of the Raman peak position shift was developed [52]. The validity of this 

method was confirmed by comparing results with both finite element simulation and 

temperatures deduced from the Raman thermometry method using the Stokes to anti-

Stokes intensity ratio. Electro-thermal simulations on AlGaN/GaN HEMTs grown on 

different substrates (SiC, Si, and sapphire) were performed and compared with 

experimental I-V characteristics as well as Raman temperature measurement results [19]. 

Difference in current saturation levels for each structure was explained in terms of the 

self-heating effect. 

 

2.2 Photoluminescence Spectroscopy 

2.2.1 Theory  

  

 Photoluminescence is an optical emission effect caused by the excitation and 

subsequent relaxation of electrons within a material brought about by the absorption of 

photons. Photoexcitation promotes electrons to permissible excited states. These 
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electrons release the excess energy as they thermalize to their equilibrium state either by 

emission of photons, i.e., radiative processes (fluorescence, phosphorescence), or 

nonradiative processes (vibrational relaxation, internal/external conversion, intersystem 

crossing). The favored deactivation route to the equilibrium or ground state is the one that 

minimizes the lifetime of the excited state. The energy of the emitted light corresponds to 

the difference in energy between the excited state and the equilibrium state involved in 

the electronic energy transitions.  

 Photoluminescence processes in semiconductors are illustrated in Fig. 9, which plots 

the E-k diagrams for direct band gap semiconductors and indirect band gap 

semiconductors. Here E and k are the kinetic energy and wave vector of the electron or 

hole, respectively. When a semiconductor is illuminated with light, electron-hole pairs 

are created as photons are absorbed. As the electron-hole pairs undergo recombination, 

emission of photons takes place with a random direction phase, and polarization. The 

most common radiative transition in semiconductors is between states in the conduction 

and valence bands, where this energy of interband transition is known as the band gap 

energy. Here it is assumed excitation is carried out with a photonic energy beyond the 

band gap of the material. Thus photoluminescence spectroscopy gives a direct measure of 

the band gap of semiconductors. It should be noted that the phonon energy (~0.01 eV) is 

much smaller than the energy of emitted photons in the photoluminescence process. Thus 

rough estimation of the band gap of indirect band gap semiconductors is also possible. 

Special features of photoluminescence spectroscopy on semiconductors other than band 

gap determination are impurity level/defect detection, recombination mechanism analysis, 

and material quality measurement, etc. 
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Fig. 9. Photoluminescence processes in direct band gap and indirect band gap 
semiconductors. Electrons and holes created by absorption of photons are represented as 
the shaded states near the bottom of the conduction band and the empty states near the 
top of the valence band, respectively. Photon absorption and emission processes are 
represented by vertical arrows on the E-k diagrams according to energy and momentum 
conservation since momentum of the photon is negligible compared to that of the electron. 
Transitions within the conduction and valence bands represent rapid thermalization 
processes of the excited electrons and holes via phonon emission. For indirect band gap 
semiconductors, photon absorption process must be assisted with either phonon 
absorption or emission and photon emission requires phonon emission to conserve 
momentum. 
 

 

2.2.2 Stress Measurement using PL 

  

 PL is another optical characterization technique that measures the variation of strain 

level in GaN since the energy band gap is strongly sensitive to the state of strain. 

Alteration of interatomic distances as well as relative positions of atoms by mechanical 
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strain alters the band structure of semiconductors and changes the band gap energy. In 

fact, strain engineering in semiconductor thin films has been employed to obtain desired 

physical and electronic properties. Biaxial tensile strain in the basal plane of GaN 

decreases the energy band gap of GaN and compressive strain increases it. It was shown 

by experiments followed by ab-initio calculation that for wurtzite GaN, under biaxial 

tensile stress, the valence-band maximum (VBM) and the conduction-band minimum 

(CBM) offset to lower energies while the VBM offset is smaller than the CBM offset 

resulting in a decrease in the energy band gap [46]. The effect of applied stress to the 

room temperature PL peak of GaN epifilms is plotted in Fig. 10. A brief overview of past 

relevant publications was given in section 2.1.2 and will be further introduced in Chapter 

3. 
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Fig. 10. Room temperature PL spectra for GaN epifilms under tensile (GaN/6H-SiC) and 
compressive (GaN/4H-SiC) stress. The choice of substrate material as well as processing 
technology, details of buffer transition layer affects the residual stress in the GaN layer. 
Tensile stress induces a red shift in the PL peak position from a ‘stress free’ value (will 
be discussed in detail in Chapter 3). 
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CHAPTER 3 

DEVELOPMENT OF OPTICAL STRESS METROLOGY FOR THIN GAN EPI-
LAYERS 

 
 
 

3.1 Overview and Motivation 

  

 Stress in GaN is not directly measured by Raman and PL spectroscopy. Rather, 

measured strain is translated into stress and this requires an ideal strain-free reference and 

knowledge of the elastic properties of the material under consideration, i.e., GaN. The 

degree of biaxial stress in GaN is known to have a linear relationship with both the 

E2(high) phonon frequency and the luminescent band gap shift at a given temperature (for 

moderate stress ranges, e.g., from -1.5 to 0.5 GPa [17]). With Raman and PL 

measurements, an accurate assessment of the slope of strain or stress versus frequency or 

energy shift is feasible but the absolute magnitude of strain or stress depends on the 

choice of the strain-free reference. Unfortunately, the strain-free E2(high) mode 

frequency and energy band gap of GaN at room temperature are reported in literature 

over a wide range [11], [15], [16], [17]. This variation may stem from difference in the 

choice of GaN samples that would represent a strain free perfect GaN crystal, details of 

the initial spectrometer calibration, and excitation laser power conditions utilized which 

have potential to locally heat the sample, especially for PL measurements because the 

pump wavelength is strongly absorbed. Stress is estimated by utilizing the slope of 

biaxial stress versus frequency or energy shift and these stress conversion factors solely 

depend on the choice of elastic stiffness constants which suffer from a large scatter in 
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published values [12], [16], [17], [28], [29]. Therefore, studies attempting to correlate 

biaxial stress with Raman and/or PL measurements show contradictory results. Therefore 

to apply these stress measurement techniques to actual devices, it is highly desirable to 

use suitable parameters and accurate stress-strain relations to correlate a known stress 

state (i.e., uniaxial, biaxial, hydrostatic, etc.) to phonon frequency and/or band gap energy 

shift. 

 A unified framework incorporating x-ray diffraction (XRD), Raman spectroscopy, 

and PL was conducted to obtain the E2(high) Raman peak and the PL band-edge emission 

peak representing zero-strain reference values of fully relaxed GaN as well as Raman and 

PL biaxial stress conversion factors. The relationships between optical phonon 

frequencies, band gap with biaxial stress were precisely determined. 

 

3.2 Experimental Methodology 

  

3.2.1 Quantification of film stress in GaN templates 

  

 To determine the relationships between optical phonon frequencies, band gap energy, 

and biaxial stresses in the c-plane of unintentionally doped GaN films, a range of 

commercial MOCVD and HVPE GaN films (bare epi) were explored. The films had a 

nominal thickness in the range of 0.5-5 μm and were grown on different substrates (two 

GaN/sapphire, one GaN/6H-SiC, one GaN/4H-SiC, and two GaN/Si templates) with 

epitaxial relationships described in Table. 1. The samples were characterized using x-ray 
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diffraction (XRD), micro-Raman spectroscopy, and micro-photoluminescence (PL). 

Representative samples are displayed in Fig. 11. In Table. 1, lattice mismatch is defined 

as 

 

( ) / 100(%)GaN substrate substrated d d   (1)

 

where dGaN and dsubstrate are the inter-planar spacings of the GaN film and substrate along 

the in-plane direction, respectively. Details of calculations are shown in [56]. 

 

 

Fig. 11. Representative GaN samples characterized via XRD, Raman spectroscopy, and 
photoluminescence. GaN/Sapphire, GaN/4H-SiC, Si3N4/GaN/Si, and GaN/6H-SiC 
samples displayed from the left side. 
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Table 1. Room temperature properties of substrate materials for epitaxy of GaN 
  

Lattice constant  
(Å) 

Thermal 
expansion 
coefficient 

(10-6 K-1) at 300 K
Material 

Crystal  
structure 

Epitaxial 
relationship

In-plane direction
GaN//Substrate

a c 

Lattice 
mismatch 

(%)a  

║a-axis ║c-axis

GaN Wurtzite - - 3.1878b 5.1850b  - 4.33c 3.87c

AlN Wurtzite (0001) /(0001) [1010] //[1010]  3.1106d 4.9795d  2.41  4.35e 3.48e 

Sapphire Rhombohedral (0001) /(0001) [2110] //[0110]  4.7650d* 12.9820d -22.65  6.25f 7.05f 

6H-SiC Hexagonal (0001) /(0001) [1010] //[1010]  3.0806d 15.1173d 3.48  3.36g 3.25g 

4H-SiC Hexagonal (0001) /(0001) [1120] //[1120] 3.0730d 10.0530d 3.50  3.30g 3.16g

Si Diamond (0001) /(111) [1120] //[110]  5.4310d* -16.99  2.616d 
aReference [56]. 
bReference [57]. 
cReference [58]. 
dReference [59]. 
eReference [60]. 
fReference [61]. 
gReference [62]. 
* Due to rotation of GaN to substrate unit cells, 4.7589 3/2  and 5.4309 2/2  are the relevant  
lattice parameters respectively. 
 

 

 X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were carried out to measure lattice constants 

of the GaN samples using a PANalytical X’Pert Pro system equipped with a Cu Kα x-ray 

source. The c-axis lattice constants were measured by examining the symmetric 

reflections from the (0002)  and (0004)  planes. Then this together with the asymmetric 

reflections from the (1011)  and (2022)  planes, the a-axis lattice constants were calculated. 

The strains along the a and c axes were given by 

 

0 0( ) /a a a a    

0 0( ) /c c c c    

(2)
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where a and c are the lattice spacing along the a and c axes and a0 and c0 are the relaxed, 

unstrained true lattice constants of pure GaN which must be known a priori. Bulk GaN 

crystals grown under high pressure have been utilized to represent strain-free GaN for a 

number of studies (a0=3.1880 Å and c0=5.18561 Å [11], a0=3.1890 Å and c0=5.1864 Å 

[63], a0=3.1912 Å [64]). However such bulk crystals may contain high concentrations of 

oxygen (unintentionally doped) affecting lattice parameters (hydrostatic stress-expansion) 

thus they are inappropriate as strain-free reference samples [65]. Also residual strain can 

build up in bulk GaN crystals as the Ga-face and N-face have different growth rates and 

different dopant incorporation rates [66]. Instead, relaxed lattice constants (a0=3.1878 Å 

and c0=5.1850 Å) estimated from homoepitaxial layers grown on bulk GaN [57], [65] 

were suggested to be representative of the true lattice parameters of a hypothetical perfect 

crystal of GaN. Lattice parameters (a0=3.1876 Å and c0=5.1846 Å) of bulk crystals 

grown from solutions containing Mg with low Mg and O concentrations below 10-19 cm-3 

were shown to approach these ideal lattice constants [65]. Therefore, in this study the true 

lattice constant for pure GaN was assumed to be a0=3.1878 Å and c0=5.1850 Å.  

 To relate strain to stress, the elastic constants of GaN must be known. A critical 

comparison of elastic stiffness constants as well as related moduli and coefficients of 

GaN in the literature was reported by comparing values determined by measurements and 

ab initio calculations [45]. Elastic stiffness constants in [67] (C11=390±15 GPa, 

C33=398±20 GPa, C44=105±10 GPa, C66=123±10 GPa, C12=145±20 GPa, and 

C13=106±20 GPa) obtained by Brillouin scattering measurements were employed as the 

elastic constants of wurtzite GaN. In case of wurtzite GaN films under homogeneous 

biaxial stress in the c-plane (σa=σb, σc=0), the biaxial relaxation coefficient RB and the 
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Poisson ratio ν are expressed in terms of elastic stiffness coefficients as follows. 
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 The biaxial stress is related to the in-plane strain εa by 

 

a aY   (5)

 

where the biaxial modulus Y is defined as 

 

2
11 12 13 332 /Y C C C C    (6)

 

The relationship between the in-plane biaxial stress and the c-axis strain can be easily 

derived as 

 

( / )B
a cY R    (7)

 

 In general, thin films having a wurtzite crystal structure exhibit an anisotropic 

behavior. Fortunately, however, the relation C11+C12≈C13+C33 holds well for wurtzite 

GaN [46], [45], [68]. This renders a quasi-cubic or isotropic elastic assumption valid for 

GaN [46], [43] whereas this relation does not hold for other wurtzite structured nitrides 

such as AlN and InN [69]. For elastically isotropic materials under homogeneous biaxial 
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stress in the c-plane, the Poisson ratio ν along [0001] is related to the biaxial relaxation 

coefficient or strain ratio RB by 

 

2

1
B c

a

R
 
 

  


 
(8)

 

 The biaxial stress is expressed in terms of the Poisson ratio ν, Young’s modulus Ê 

(we use this notation to distinguish Young’s modulus from the luminescent band gap 

energy E), in-plane strain εa, and out of plane strain εc by 

 

1 1ˆ ˆ
2 1a c aE E  
 

  


 
(9)

 

 Since the elastically isotropic approximation holds for wurtzite GaN under the in-

plane biaxial stress case under consideration, the biaxial modulus Y and Young’s 

modulus Ê are related as 
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(10)

 

The elastic stiffness constants employed in this study yield RB=0.533±0.10,  

ν=0.198±0.039 (0.210±0.032 from (8)), Y=479±33 GPa, and Ê=356±46 GPa.  
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3.2.2 Experimental setup 

  

 Micro-Raman spectroscopy and PL measurements were performed through the use of 

Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRAM HR800 (Fig. 12). A 532 nm diode-pumped solid-state laser 

and a 325 nm He-Cd laser were used as excitation sources for Raman and PL 

measurements, respectively. The spectrometer had a focal length of 800 mm and 

equipped with a back-illuminated-UV coated liquid N2 cooled 2048×13.5 μm2 pixels 

charged-coupled device (CCD) detector.  A 1800 groove/mm diffraction grating was used 

and the confocal hole size was adjusted to 100 μm. This setup was established to obtain 

high enough spectral resolution suited for stress measurements while having a reasonable 

acquisition time and spectral range for each measurement. Raman measurements using 

532 nm excitation had a spectral resolution of 0.83 cm-1/pixel of CCD defined following 

the rule that it takes 3 pixels minimum to define a peak. For PL measurements utilizing 

the 325 nm laser, a spectral resolution of 4.75 cm-1/pixel (5.89×10-4 eV/pixel) of CCD 

was obtained. It should be noted that the typical peak widths were 2~3 cm-1 or larger for 

the E2(high) modes and higher resolution using our 2400 groove/mm grating did not 

improve seeing a sub-wavenumber shift. Software curve fitting algorithms provide sub 

pixel peak position resolution thus the precision to peak shifting is more than an order 

higher than the resolution mechanically limited by the spectrometer. Experiments were 

carried out with the laser light perpendicular to the basal plane of GaN in a 180˚ 

backscattering configuration and un-polarized detection. The E2(high) mode was 

investigated among the Raman active modes observable for this configuration, namely, 

two E2(TO) and the A1(LO) modes [9]. The 532 nm and 325 nm laser powers incident on 
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the GaN samples were adjusted via neutral density filters to ~25.2 mW (except for 

GaN/Si samples where 0.2 mW was used to prevent substrate heating) and ~0.003 mW, 

respectively. The sub-band gap laser wavelength (532 nm) used for Raman measurements 

prevents localized heating of GaN by laser light absorption. The 325 nm laser power used 

for PL measurements was determined by taking into account of minimized local heating, 

reasonable acquisition time, and prevention of material damage. A 50X LWD objective 

(NA=0.5) was used for Raman measurements. 40X and 39X  NUV objectives (NA=0.5) 

were employed to focus the laser on the sample surface and collect the PL signatures. The 

theoretical diffraction limited laser focused spot sizes (diameter) were 1.3 μm and 0.79 

μm for the Raman and PL measurements, respectively using the relation 1.22 /d NA  

where d is the spot diameter, λ is the laser wavelength, and NA is the numerical aperture. 

Before conducting Raman and PL measurements, the system was calibrated at 25°C with 

a 4H-SiC piece to 776.599 cm-1 which was equivalent to 520.46 cm-1 for high quality 

single crystal silicon. Si is a common Raman calibration source especially good for GaN 

investigation utilizing a 488 nm laser. However, for lasers used in this study (532 and 325 

nm), acquiring a Si Raman peak with a reasonable intensity or signal to noise ratio at a 

reasonable acquisition time is not easy when laser powers are properly adjusted not to 

induce localized heating in Si. Therefore 4H-SiC together with a plasma line of a 

fluorescent light source was used instead of Si. The long focal length offers higher 

spectral resolution, but also renders the spectrometer more susceptible to thermal drift. To 

correct for the drift, the plasma lines of the external fluorescence source was employed as 

an additional reference during sample measurement. The shift from its initial peak value 

(482.215±0.005 cm-1) in the Raman spectra provided means to track the drift (systematic 
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error) of the spectrometer itself in real time with each measurement which allows a much 

more time efficient measurement compared to the standard method of calibrating the 

spectrometer using Si before and after every sample measurement. In order to determine 

the peak position and full width at half maximum (FWHM), Raman and PL spectra were 

fitted using a linear combination of Gaussian–Lorentzian line-shapes. The spectral range 

for PL measurement was 3.15-3.6 eV. In order to determine the peak position of the near 

band-edge peak at room temperature, the PL peaks for each sample were resolved into 

two peaks, namely, the principal line (zero-phonon line) and its phonon replica line. The 

energy spacings between two peaks were close to a predicted value of 53.5 meV at 298 K 

estimated from the temperature dependence of the energy spacing between the 1LO 

phonon sideband and its principal line [70]. Best estimates and uncertainties (95% 

confidence bounds) were calculated based on at least 20 measurements for each sample 

or condition. Data acquisition times were adjusted to obtain consistent Raman (~8000) 

and PL peak (~4000) intensity counts. Samples were measured at room temperature 

while mounted on a heating stage (INSTEC HCC324S) maintained at 25°C (±0.06°C) to 

isolate stress measurement results from temperature effects, namely, shift in peak 

position and line-broadening. 
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High Speed CCD Array

Multiple wavelength 
laser lines

Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRAM HR800

Spectrometer control

XYZ mapping stage

AlGaN/GaN HEMT

HEMT operation control

Keithley SMUs

INSTEC temperature 
control stage

Fluorescent lamp used for 
compensating system drift

(a)

 

(c)(b)

(d) (e)

(f) (g)

 

Fig. 12. Schematic of experimental apparatus including spectrometer and peripherals 
used for characterizing AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. (a) Overall test station. (b) INSTEC 
HCC314S thermal chuck system used to maintain measured specimen’s temperature. (c) 
Linkam TS1200 temperature controlled stage implemented to acquire the calibration of a 
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material’s Raman response to temperature. (d) Keithley source meter units capable of DC 
/ pulse operation. Models 2400, 2410, 2420, 2425, 2430, 2602A selectively used for 
different measurement purposes (high power / high voltage / pulse). (e) Olympus 
LMPlanFl 50x objective (50X, NA=0.50, WD=10.6 mm) used for visible Raman 
measurements (left), THORLABS LMU-39X-NUV objective (39X, NA=0.50, WD=2 
mm) used for UV laser spectroscopy measurements (right). (f) Ventus LP 532nm, 100 
mW laser used for visible Raman measurements. (g) Kimmon  IK5551R-F Dual 
Wavelength HeCd Laser (15 mW at 325 nm, 60 mW at 442 nm) used for 
photoluminescence and UV Raman measurements. Images (b)-(g) adapted from each 
vendor's website. 
 

 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 XRD measurement 

  

 The relationship between   and   lattice constants of the GaN epifilms are displayed in 

Fig. 13. The linear relationship between the lattice parameters means the epitaxial layers 

are elastically deformed by the built-in stress. Also shown are the lattice parameters of a 

350 μm thick free-standing GaN sample. Its lattice parameters are indeed larger than the 

assumed strain-free lattice constants [57], [65] showing the effect of unintentional doping. 

It is shown in Fig. 14 that biaxial stress is dominant in the GaN films since a nearly 

constant value of εc/εa (the slope of the plot) is observed. Thus hydrostatic stress 

introduced by the presence of point defects [43] in addition to biaxial stress induced 

through the substrate is not considered in the following stress analysis. 
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Fig. 13. Lattice constant a vs. lattice constant c. The triangles indicate the lattice 
constants of measured GaN templates. The solid line is the fitting result. The circle and 
square correspond to a GaN substrate and strain-free ideal lattice constants, respectively. 
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Fig. 14. In-plane strain vs. out-of-plane strain. The squares correspond to the lattice 
constants of measured GaN templates. The solid line is the fitting result. The circle is 
indicative of a bulk GaN substrate. 
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 As mentioned above, strain-free lattice constants were assumed to be a0=3.1878 Å 

and c0=5.1850 Å. Strain perpendicular and parallel to the c-axis were obtained using the 

lattice parameters of the GaN epilayers measured by XRD. The biaxial relaxation 

coefficient or strain ratio obtained from the slope of the plot in Fig. 14 or (8) is 

RB=0.519±0.06 which is close to the theoretically predicted value of RB=0.533±0.104 

according to (4). The experimental Poisson’s ratio is determined by (8) to be 

ν=0.203±0.018. This value agrees well with the theoretical value ν=0.198±0.039 

predicted from (3) using the elastic stiffness constants employed in this study as well as a 

typically accepted value in literature of ν=0.205 [68], [69]. The residual stresses in the 

GaN epifilms calculated by (4)-(7) are displayed in Fig. 15. Here we adopt the 

convention that a positive value corresponds to tensile stress. The average of these stress 

values were assigned to represent the residual stress in each GaN epifilm and were used 

to extract the biaxial stress conversion factors and estimate the E2(high) phonon 

frequency and band-edge peak corresponding to the strain-free case at room temperature. 

These theoretically determined stress values agree well with stresses calculated from (6) 

and (8)-(10) which confirms the validity of the XRD experiments and chosen structural 

parameters. The stress uncertainties in each GaN epifilm were included in the ensuing 

statistical (error propagation) analysis for calculating the final uncertainties (95% 

confidence intervals) in the biaxial stress conversion factors and strain-free reference 

values. 
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Fig. 15. Biaxial stress in the basal plane of measured GaN epifilms. Stress calculations 
were performed based on equations listed in the legend. Average of stress values obtained 
from (4), (5), (6), and (7) (first and second columns for each template) were used to 
derive the stress conversion coefficients. 
 

 

 The magnitude of the residual biaxial stress in an epitaxial GaN layer depends on type 

of substrate, thickness of buffer layer and epitaxial film, growth temperature, generation 

of misfit dislocations, material relaxation by cracking, etc. The different magnitude of 

biaxial stress in GaN epilayers (Fig. 15) can be explained by referring to the material 

parameters in Table. 1. For the GaN/Si sample, the lattice constant of GaN is smaller than 

that of Si where the atomic spacing on the (111) plane is 3.84 Å (-16.99% lattice 

mismatch). The thermal expansion coefficient of GaN parallel to the a-axis is larger than 

that of Si. Thus the lattice of GaN would contract more than that of Si during post-growth 

cooling. Both of these mismatches lead to a high tensile stress in the GaN epilayer 

although a buffer layer is implemented. For the sample GaN/6H-SiC, both the lattice 
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mismatch (+3.5%) and thermal expansion coefficient discrepancy are relatively small 

compared to GaN/Si. The lattice constant of GaN is slightly larger than that of SiC which 

is expected to induce a compressive stress in GaN. On the other hand, thermal expansion 

coefficient of GaN is slightly larger than that of SiC. A tensile residual stress is built in 

the GaN layer at room temperature when the residual thermal stress built in the GaN 

layer after cooling from deposition temperature to room temperature over-compensates 

the influence of lattice mismatch. In case of not implementing a buffer layer in the 

structure, a relatively large stress value can remain in the epitaxial GaN layer. The lattice 

mismatch between GaN and sapphire is quite large (-22.65%). However, the sapphire 

thermal expansion coefficient is much larger than that of GaN which is responsible for 

the highly compressive residual stress in GaN at room temperature. The residual stress 

induced by lattice constant mismatch relaxes within less than several nanometers of the 

film thickness during growth [12], [42]. For all cases measured here (except bulk GaN), 

the substrate-induced strain would virtually reside in the GaN epitaxial layer (and the 

buffer layer) since the GaN layer was much thinner than its substrate.  The low level of 

residual stress in the Si3N4/GaN/Si sample exemplifies the significance of both 

passivation and buffer layers to the residual stress in a GaN epilayer. 

 

3.3.2 Raman measurement 

  

 Fig. 16 shows the correlation between room temperature Raman spectra and biaxial 

stresses of the measured samples. As expected, the E2(high) phonon mode positions are 

stress dependent which are mainly caused by the substrate type and growth process. The 
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linear relationship between the frequency shift of the E2(high) phonon mode and in-plane 

biaxial stress σa in GaN can be expressed as  

  

2( )
0

E high
RS aK     (11)

 

where ω is the measured E2(high) phonon frequency, ω0 is the strain-free E2(high) mode 

frequency, and 2( )E high
RSK  is the Raman biaxial stress conversion factor. 
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Fig. 16. Room temperature Raman shifts vs. corresponding residual stresses obtained by 
XRD measurements. Both E2(high) and A1(LO) mode relations are displayed as blue 
circles and pink squares, respectively. The solid line is the fitting of E2(high) frequencies 
whereas the dashed line is the result of A1(LO) frequencies. 
 

  

 A strain-free reference sample plays a crucial role in the determination of the 
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magnitude of biaxial stress in the GaN layers by Raman spectroscopy. Reference samples 

used in literature vary, for example, undoped 300 μm thick GaN grown on a sapphire 

substrate by chloride-hydride vapor phase epitaxy [11], 25 μm thick GaN on a Si 

substrate [27], the edge of the surface of an undoped ~4.6 μm thick epifilm grown by 

metalorganic chemical vapor deposition on a sapphire substrate [42], GaN nanorods 

grown epitaxially on Si(111) substrates with a GaN buffer layer [71], single detached 

GaN nanocolumn samples on Si(111) and sapphire (0001) substrates [72], 400 μm thick 

free standing GaN [64], [73], and homoepitaxially grown GaN films by molecular beam 

epitaxy [43]. Also details of initial spectrometer calibration conditions are rarely 

elucidated. Therefore it is not surprising that there is a large scatter in published reference 

room temperature Raman E2(high) mode peak positions. To illustrate, 566.2 cm-1 [43], 

567.3 cm-1 [42], 567.5 cm-1 [64], [73], 567.6 cm-1 [14], 567.7 cm-1 [71], and 568 cm-1 

[10]. The E2(high) response of the GaN templates under study are plotted in Fig. 16 

together with the corresponding biaxial stresses lying in the samples obtained from XRD 

measurements. The strain-free E2(high) mode frequency ω0=568.15±0.13 cm-1 and the 

Raman biaxial stress conversion factor 2( )E high
RSK =-3.09±0.41 cm-1/GPa were determined 

from the intersection with the y-axis and the slope of the plot in Fig. 16, respectively 

based on the strain-free lattice parameters, elastic stiffness constants, and initial 

calibration conditions adopted in this study. Here the 95% confidence intervals were 

deduced based on error propagation form uncertainties in the optical measurements 

(XRD, Raman, and PL) on each template as well as adopted elastic modulus. The Raman 

response of the bulk GaN sample was ω=567.402±0.002 cm-1 which indicates expansion 

(not purely biaxial) relative to a hypothetical strain-free crystal or that the crystal is 
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chemically altered with different bond strengths where impurities are present such as 

oxygen. This value for bulk GaN agrees well with results (567.5 cm-1) in Refs. [73] and 

[64] even though their initial calibration conditions were not clearly explained. The 

unintentional doping effect, i.e., increased free (n-type) carrier concentration, which is 

responsible for the dilatation is also revealed by its A1(LO) Raman signature where a blue 

shift in frequency (ω=735.016±0.007 cm-1) and broadening occurs with respect to the 

expected strain free peak. Previous work [37] has shown that biaxial stress of one GPa 

shifts the E2(high) mode by 2.91 cm-1 through loading of a single  stack (GaN/6H-SiC) 

using a four-point bending stage where GaN was assumed to be elastically isotropic and a 

Poisson’s ratio of ν=0.183 and Young’s modulus Ê=388 GPa were employed. Applying 

the same elastic assumptions to our XRD data, the biaxial stress conversion factor 

resulted in 2( )E high
RSK =-2.91±0.23 cm-1/GPa. Our value ( 2( )E high

RSK =-3.09±0.41 cm-1/GPa) 

also shows satisfactory agreement considering the uncertainties of the experimental 

results with the value ( 2( )E high
RSK =-2.7±0.3 cm-1/GPa) in [11] where identical elastic 

stiffness constants were adopted. Their biaxial stress conversion factor was mentioned to 

be reliable by comparing with ab-initio calculations [45]. Another published value for 

2( )E high
RSK  was -2.9±0.3 cm-1/GPa [74] which was later, by the same authors [75], 

recalculated to be -3.19 using same elastic stiffness constants employed in our study. 

They remeasured three GaN on Si(111) samples with various thicknesses using Raman 

and XRD resulting in 2( )E high
RSK =-2.43±0.6 cm-1/GPa. Both results agree well with our 

biaxial stress conversion factor considering error margins. Some other reported values are 

-3.4±0.3 cm-1/GPa [27], -4.2±0.3 cm-1/GPa [43], and -4.3 cm-1/GPa [64], etc. where the 

main reason for deviation is inconsistency in employing elastic stiffness coefficients. For 
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example, the elastic constants adopted in our study yields Ê=356±46 GPa under an 

elastically isotropic assumption while the Young’s modulus used in [43] is Ê=290 GPa 

[45]. When elastic stiffness constants used in our study are applied to their data, the 

biaxial stress conversion factor turns out to be -2.9 cm-1/GPa. In [76], the biaxial strain 

dependence of the E2(high) mode was investigated using room temperature Raman and 

XRD measurements on GaN films MOVPE-grown on sapphire and 6H-SiC substrates. If 

the elastic stiffness constants used in our study are applied to their data, a biaxial 

conversion factor of -2.82 cm-1/GPa is obtained which agrees well with our value. 

Conducting a similar approach illustrated above, the relationship between biaxial stress in 

GaN and the A1(LO) Raman shift was investigated and is displayed in Fig. 16. The strain 

free mode frequency and the Raman biaxial stress conversion factor were determined to 

be ω0=733.94±0.09 cm-1 and 1( )A LO
RSK =-2.14±0.28 cm-1/GPa, respectively. Since the 

longitudinal optical polar phonon frequency is affected by free carrier concentration or 

different doping levels, a single GaN/6H-SiC template was individually tested under 

uniaxial bending on the basal plane with a setup using a pivot pin and press screws 

similar to that described in [77] to confirm the aforementioned results. The E2(high) and 

A1(LO) modes were measured simultaneously. The stress in the GaN layer was estimated 

from the E2(high) mode frequency and its corresponding biaxial stress conversion factor 

assuming that the stress conversion factors for uniaxial and biaxial loading on the basal 

plane differ by a factor of 2. The relationship between stresses in the layers (0.75-1.46 

GPa, uniaxial) and the A1(LO) mode frequency shifts resulted in ω0=733.88±0.34 cm-1 

and 1( )A LO
RSK =-1.91±0.62 cm-1/GPa. The nice agreement between results from two 

different methods provides confidence in the analyzed results. Again the derived biaxial 
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stress conversion factor shows an excellent agreement with the theoretically calculated 

value 1( )A LO
RSK =-1.91 cm-1/GPa using same elastic stiffness constants [45]. The value in 

[74] 1( )A LO
RSK =0.8±0.4 cm-1/GPa suffers from a large imprecision and was derived using 

elastic stiffness constants which were pointed out that their usage should be avoided [45]. 

Recalculation made by authors of [74] adopting the same elastic stiffness constants used 

in our study resulted into 1( )A LO
RSK =-0.88 cm-1/GPa where they explained high 

unintentional n-type doping and low carrier mobility in the GaN layers investigated were 

responsible for obtaining this erroneous value. By remeasuring three GaN on Si(111) 

samples, they deduced 1( )A LO
RSK =-1.91±0.58 cm-1/GPa [75]. As seen in Fig. 6, the A1(LO) 

phonon mode corresponds to atomic oscillations along the c-axis. Tensile in-plane biaxial 

stress causes an increase in the a-lattice constant. In this case, the three bond lengths (L1) 

nearly perpendicular to the c-axis of the four bonds in the tetrahedron shown in Fig. 17 

and the α-bond angles increase as well. This effect of force constant softening is revealed 

by the red-shift in the E2(high) mode frequency. Counter-intuitively, the A1(LO) mode 

frequency also shifts to a lower value when tensile biaxial stress is present. This 

phenomena is understood based on the fact that the decrease of the c-lattice constant 

ensuing from tensile biaxial stress is accompanied by an increase in the bond length (L2) 

along the c-axis since the bond angle β decreases [46], [45]. 
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Fig. 17. Tetrahedral atomic bonding arrangement for wurtzite GaN. 
 

 

3.3.3 PL measurement 

  

 Fig. 18 shows a set of room temperature PL spectra for the six samples analyzed by 

XRD. The residual stress in each GaN film reveals itself by the shift in the energy band 

gap which is represented by the PL peak position. A linear dependence of energy band 

gap on biaxial stress is observed. 

 

0 PL aE E K    (12)

 

Here E is the measured PL peak, E0 is the strain-free PL peak, and PLK  is the PL biaxial 

stress conversion factor. E0 and PLK  are found to be 3.4180±0.0008 eV and -
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0.0176±0.0025 eV/GPa, respectively. 
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Fig. 18. Room temperature near band edge peaks of GaN templates vs. corresponding 
residual stresses obtained by XRD measurements. The solid line is the fitting result. 
 

  

 The laser power incident on the samples in our study was 0.003 mW to minimize 

laser induced local heating. Even at this excitation power, minimal heating was 

unavoidable. When E0 and PLK  derived here were used with a laser power of 0.3 μW 

(10% of the laser power used in this work), an offset of stress of ~50 MPa (compressive) 

would result. However, using such a low laser power (0.3 uW) is impracticable in terms 

of device measurement due to prolonged accumulation time (more than 20 minutes for 

one measurement) which makes the experiment more susceptible to drift in measurement 

location. As the additional shift of the PL peak induced by local heating is rather a 
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constant value, this portion is included in E0 thus using the derived E0 and PLK  together 

with the suggested laser power (3 μW) can still be regarded as appropriate. However, one 

should take precautions that this condition may not hold for stress measurement on 

devices under voltage bias since the level of carrier induced heating would vary with bias 

conditions. A study [42] combining room temperature cathodoluminescence (CL) and 

Raman spectroscopy and another study [10] employed 3.42 eV as a strain-free reference 

at room temperature but this was not based on rigorous experiments. The PL biaxial 

stress conversion factor PLK =-0.020±0.003 eV/GPa reported in [11] where XRD, Raman, 

and low temperature PL measurements were correlated meets with our value within the 

error-bar ranges. [43] and [78] report PLK =-0.027±0.002 eV/GPa and PLK =-0.023 

eV/GPa, respectively using a Young’s modulus of Ê=290±20 GPa under isotropic 

assumptions relating stress determined by room temperature XRD to low temperature PL 

measurements. Their Young’s moduli are mainly responsible for higher values of biaxial 

stress conversion factors. When recalculation is made using the elastic stiffness constants 

adopted in this study, PLK  for [43] becomes -0.019 eV/GPa. In [75], the authors made 

correction on a reported value of PLK =0.0155 eV/GPa by employing the same elastic 

constants used in our study. As a consequence PLK =0.0175 eV/GPa was obtained. 

PLK =0.0211±0.0032 eV/GPa and E0=3.4285 eV were reported in [44]. The discrepancy 

of E0 with our corresponding value may have stem from making use of a different laser 

power (40 mW) from us and utilizing a different procedure to assign the stress in each of 

their PL measured specimens. 
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3.3.4 Unification and Verification 

  

 It should be noted that Raman and PL measure local stress (beam diameter of ~1 μm) 

whereas XRD measures stress over a larger area (0.2 mm×0.2 mm). As mentioned before, 

PL measures the surface of GaN (penetration depth is 80-90 nm) whereas Raman 

spectroscopy and XRD probe a depth of more than several microns thus measure or 

average strain throughout the whole of the layer [12]. A significant lateral or vertical 

strain gradient within the GaN layer will cause adverse effects on the correspondence of 

results obtained by each technique. To validate the fundamental study correlating XRD, 

Raman spectroscopy, and PL under the foregoing limitations, a group of high quality 

GaN templates were investigated. The three measurement sets in Fig. 19 show the nice 

correspondence of biaxial stresses measured on random high quality GaN/SiC samples 

utilizing the Raman E2(high), A1(LO) mode, and PL peak shifts. Reasonable agreement is 

observed which ensures the validity of the developed stress measurement method itself. 

The linear fit shown in Fig. 13 intersects the point corresponding to the assumed strain-

free lattice constants. Moreover, the calculated dimensionless parameters such as RB, ν as 

well as the derived biaxial stress conversion factors show consistency with acceptable 

literature values obtained by theoretical calculations or experimental investigation using 

individual techniques or a combination of two or more of them. The obtained values for 

strain-free reference phonon frequencies and luminescent band gap are logically 

explainable. Thus stress in thin GaN epifilms under biaxial stress can be estimated with 

confidence by utilizing the stress conversion factors and strain free reference values for 

phonon frequencies and luminescent energy band gap derived in this study. A number of 
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AlGaN/GaN heterostructures grown on SiC and sapphire substrates were examined via 

XRD, Raman spectroscopy, and PL to see if the developed technique could be 

implemented as a tool for measuring stress in the GaN layer of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. The 

Al contents of these samples were controlled to be 25-40%. Up to AlGaN thickness of 

~20 nm, a reasonable agreement in the stress results from each optical technique was 

observed. Two representative results are displayed in Fig. 19. In addition, PL peaks for 

AlGaN/GaN heterostructures before and after depositing AlGaN were analyzed. For 

structures with larger AlGaN thickness, e.g., beyond 40 nm, a slight blue shift in the PL 

peak position indicating compressive stress induced in the GaN layer close to the 

heterointerface, for instance, ~150 MPa for 40 nm AlGaN with Al content of 40%, 

occured compared to the PL peak position measured prior to AlGaN deposition. However, 

for all cases investigated, no remarkable change in the shape of the PL spectrum was 

observed. The influence of band bending at the AlGaN/GaN heterointerface and 

existence of the 2-DEG to the GaN PL spectrum was shown to be weak and only 

observable at low temperatures below 120 K [79]. These arguments suggest that such 

effects are ruled out in case of utilizing 325 nm laser excitation (penetration depth is 80-

90 nm) for PL measurements at room temperature whereas strain induced effects are still 

detectable. This provides confidence for applying the Raman and PL stress measurement 

techniques developed in this section to AlGaN/GaN HEMTs having typical AlGaN 

thickness of 20-25 nm and Al content of ~25%. 
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Fig. 19. Biaxial stress of arbitrary GaN samples measured by Raman spectroscopy and 
PL based on stress conversion parameters derived in this study. 
 

 

3.4 Summary and Conclusions  

  

 From XRD measurements, biaxial residual stresses present in various GaN films were 

determined using lattice constants for unstrained GaN and elastic stiffness constants from 

literature. Room temperature Raman and PL measurements on same samples allowed 

correlating biaxial stress with the E2(high) and A1(LO) phonon frequency shifts as well as 

energy band gap of GaN. It has been observed that biaxial stress has a linear relationship 

with the Raman E2(high), A1(LO) mode and the luminescent band gap of GaN. This 

linear relationship holds for the modest and realistic strain range considered in this study. 

At much higher strain levels, i.e., ranges of strain of about two orders of magnitude 
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higher, nonlinear behavior of change in band gap energy with strain as well as structural 

phase transition is predicted by density functional theory simulations [80]. Derived 

Raman and PL biaxial stress conversion factors ( 2( )E high
RSK =-3.09±0.41 cm-1/GPa, 1( )A LO

RSK =-

2.14±0.28 cm-1/GPa, PLK =-0.0176±0.0025 eV) showed consistency with reliable values 

reported in literature. Strain-free reference E2(high) and A1(LO) phonon frequencies as 

well as luminescent band gap ( 0, 2( )E high =568.15±0.13 cm-1, 0, 1( )A LO =733.94±0.09 cm-1, 

0E =3.4180±0.0008 eV) were obtained under explicit initial spectrometer calibration 

conditions (4H-SiC, 776.599 cm-1) and assumptions for elastic behavior of the GaN crystal. 

Based on this framework presented in this study, Raman spectroscopy and PL can 

provide efficient means of process feedback in terms of stress monitoring between 

fabrication steps in the test and development stage of GaN devices. 
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 CHAPTER 4 

ANALYSIS OF THE RESIDUAL STRESS DISTRIBUTION IN ALGAN/GAN 
HEMTS 

 

 

4.1 Overview and Approach 

  

 A comparative analysis of the residual stress distributions across the conductive 

channel of Ga-face AlGaN/GaN high electron mobility transistors (HEMT) is presented. 

Stress was measured by means of micro-Raman spectroscopy and micro-

photoluminescence (PL). The shift in the E2(high) phonon mode frequency and the near 

band-edge emission peak were utilized to extract stress information for each optical 

technique. Raman measurements probed the volume average of the stress through the 

GaN layer whereas the stress near the GaN surface (AlGaN/GaN heterointerface) was 

acquired via PL. By combining Raman, PL, and x-ray diffraction (XRD), a self-

consistent method was developed to accurately determine the variation in magnitude of 

stress throughout the thickness of the GaN layer. Based on this framework, it is observed 

in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs that the residual stress of GaN near the heterointerface exhibits a 

tensile shift compared to the bulk average value close to the gate and ohmic electrodes. 

Across the conductive channel, the bulk average stress and the stress near this interface 

remain nearly identical showing little evidence of a vertical gradient. It is expected that 

the induced tensile strain at the drain side gate edge will have an impact on device 

reliability by contributing to the elastic energy built in the AlGaN barrier in addition to 
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the inverse piezoelectric contribution at operating conditions which may lead to 

formation of crystallographic defects.  

 

4.2 Motivation 

  

 Passivation and metallization structures can also impose strain in the AlGaN layer in 

AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. It has been shown that deposition and annealing of the ohmic 

contacts can induce tensile strain in the AlGaN layer [81]. Stress induced by the gate 

metal film which forms a Schottky contact can have an impact on device performance 

and reliability. It has been reported for MOSFETs that there exists stress induced by the 

gate metal electrode which acts as a controlling factor for device performance [82] and 

for GaAs MESFETs the additional strain and piezoelectric charge dipoles at the edges of 

the gate metallization has been modeled [83]. These local induced strains in the AlGaN 

layer at the edges of the metal electrodes may have an impact on device performance by 

influencing the 2-DEG local sheet charge density. Furthermore, if there exist a significant 

amount of induced strain at the drain end of the gate which adds up the elastic energy in 

the AlGaN barrier at this region, a variation in critical voltage bias conditions to degrade 

the device under pinch-off or ON-state conditions is expected [8].  

 To investigate the residual stress distribution in the conductive channel of 

AlGaN/GaN HFETs at room temperature, comparative analysis by means of micro-

Raman spectroscopy and PL was done. Stress introduced by metallization structures is 

discussed. 
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4.3 Experimental Methodology 

  

 GaN with its energy band gap of about 3.4 eV at room temperature is transparent to 

visible laser sources. Thus in utilizing a sub-band gap laser for Raman measurements, 

Raman data represents a volume average of the stress through the GaN layer (with 

thickness commonly in the order of 1-2 μm). On the other hand, micro-PL with a He-Cd 

325 nm laser source shows the stress near the surface of the GaN since the photon 

penetration depth for 325 nm is of the order of 80-90 nm [84], [85], [86]. The 

combination of two techniques offers complementary information to reveal the through-

thickness variation of stress in the GaN epilayer (Fig. 20). The direct measurement of the 

residual strain in the AlGaN layer which is of high importance in terms of device 

performance and reliability is not simple due to its thickness (on the order of 25 nm). 

Instead, observation of the through-thickness variation of residual strain in the GaN layer 

allows a first order estimation of the imposed strains in the AlGaN layer.  
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Fig. 20. Laser penetration through a typical AlGaN GaN HEMT structure. 
 
  

 The basic spectrometer setup was similar to that described in Chapter 3. For Raman 

measurements, 532 nm laser excitation was utilized with a laser power incident on the 

sample of 25.2 mW. A 50X LWD objective was used to focus the laser spot and collect 

the Raman signals. The laser spot size was 1.3 μm. For spectrometer initial calibration, 

spectrometer calibration parameters were adjusted so that the mean value of the E2 planar 

optic phonon frequency of 4H-SiC based on at least 50 measurements was 

776.599±0.001 cm-1. The 4H-SiC specimen was maintained at 25°C. Again, the widely 

used method of calibrating the system based on the Si Raman peak of ~520.5 cm-1 would 

also suffice precisely calibrating the spectrometer. However, here 4H-SiC was utilized 

since dealing with Si using 532 nm and 325 nm lasers is uneasy as stated in Chapter 3. 

The plasma line frequency (~482.2 cm-1 away from the 532 nm Rayleigh scattered line) 

of an external fluorescence source was used to compensate the thermal drift of the 

spectrometer with time. These two steps are crucial in determining the absolute 

magnitude of stress in the measured layer (GaN). PL measurements were carried out with 
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325 nm UV laser excitation and a 39X quartz NUV objective. Spectrometer calibration 

was done using 4H-SiC at 0.75 mW incident laser power. This condition was ensured not 

to induce local heating in the focused region by observing broadening of the 4H-SiC E2 

planar optic phonon linewidth in response to increasing the sample incident laser power 

starting from 0.3 μW. Even though significant photon absorption occurs (4H-SiC has an 

indirect bandgap of ~3.2 eV at 300 K), the high thermal conductivity of 4H-SiC 

effectively spreads the heat away from the laser spot that had a spot diameter of 0.79 μm. 

Spectrometer drift compensation using an external light source was unnecessary since the 

PL peak of GaN is much broader than ordinary Raman peaks. 

4.4 Results and Discussion 

  

 With the stress metrology framework developed in Chapter 3, the stress profiles in 

electronic devices can be understood. A comparative analysis between the Raman and PL 

measured stresses in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs was performed in order to investigate the 

potential of vertical strain gradient formation in the device due to patterned structures. 

This was done by examining the residual stress (of the GaN layer) at the center points 

between the gate and drain of fourteen AlGaN/GaN HEMTs from a same sub-reticle with 

different gate to drain channel spacings. The gate to drain spacings ranged from 1-18 μm 

and the substrate used in these devices was 6H-SiC. Results are displayed in Fig. 21. As 

the gate to drain spacing decreases below 5 μm, a tensile shift of the stress near the 

heterointerface or GaN layer surface is observed whereas the average value of stress 

through the entire thickness of the GaN layer remains rather constant. 
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Fig. 21. Residual stress at the center point between the gate and drain of devices with 
various gate to drain distances measured by Raman spectroscopy and PL.  
 
  

 To assure that the stress shift is induced near the metallization structures, residual 

stress distributions across the conductive channels of two types of non-field plated 

devices having same structure (gate to drain and source to gate spacings of 9 μm) but 

fabricated on different GaN wafers (GaN/6H-SiC) were investigated. Raman 

spectroscopy and PL measurements were made at intervals of 1 μm between the source 

and drain metallizations. In Fig. 22, it is observed that for both device types, close to the 

metal contact edges, the residual stress of GaN near the heterointerface exhibits a 

significant tensile shift compared to the bulk average value. The residual stresses built in 

each device type exhibit an opposite sign. Across the conductive channel, the bulk 

average stress remains rather unchanged. This shift in residual stress near patterned 

structures may originate from both the stress present in ohmic/Schottky gate electrodes 

[81], [82] and the stress concentration at the edge of discontinuities of the passivation 
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overlayer as it basically delivers a force load to the edges of the film or edges of the metal 

electrodes [17]. 
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Fig. 22. Residual stress distributions across the conductive channels of AlGaN/GaN 
HEMTs measured by Raman spectroscopy and PL.   
 

  

 A slight deviation between the Raman and PL measured stresses away from the 

metallization structures is observed (Fig. 22). In spite of this offset, the Raman and PL 
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measured stresses tend to fall close into the error bar range of each other. This small 

offset is believed to be caused by random errors in the experiments.   

 Similar results, i.e., tensile residual stress shifts in the GaN layer close to the 

heterointerface compared its bulk average value near metallization structures, were also 

observable in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs built on Si (Fig. 23). The center points between their 

gate to drain openings were measured where these devices had gate to drain spacings of 

0.5-1 μm. Another observation is that the substrate induced residual stress is highly 

tensile in GaN/Si devices compared to GaN/6H-SiC devices discussed above. 
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Fig. 23. Tensile shift in the residual stress near the AlGaN/GaN heterointerface caused by 
patterned structures in AlGaN/GaN/Si devices. 
 

 

 From the discussions done so far, it is obvious that the gate, source, and drain 

metallization patterns induce tensile stress in the GaN nearest the surface. This is thought 
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to be an extension from the thin AlGaN layer deposited over the GaN layer. Although the 

induced stress near the metallization patterns is most likely approximately uniaxial (but 

probably nonuniform because the ohmic metallizations on AlGaN/GaN are typically 

morphologically nonuniform), the Raman and PL signatures manifest that an induced 

tensile strain exists. As the gate pattern induced tensile strain increases the elastic energy 

built in the AlGaN barrier in addition to the inverse piezoelectric contribution under 

operating conditions [8], the potential for defect formation may significantly increase. 

Also, stress related reliability concerns in GaN/Si devices may be more pronounced 

compared to GaN/SiC devices as the sum of substrate induced residual stress and the gate 

metal induced tensile stress near gate edge is much higher than that for GaN/6H-SiC 

devices.  

 

 4.4 Summary and Conclusions 

  

 In the AlGaN/GaN HEMTs observed, a tensile strain was induced on the AlGaN 

layer near the edge of metallization structures. The room temperature residual stress in 

GaN wafers prepared for fabricating HEMT structures can be easily estimated using the 

discussed optical methods or other techniques such as wafer curvature measurement. 

However, anticipation of the impact of residual stress on device performance or lifetime 

solely based on wafer level residual stress without considering the contribution of 

patterned structures may impart a false sense of such predictions. 

 Under operating conditions, the tensile strain induced on the AlGaN barrier at the 

drain side gate edge adds up to the substrate induced residual stress as well as the inverse 
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piezoelectric stress. Such increase in elastic energy built in the AlGaN barrier will have 

an adverse effect on device reliability by leading to formation of crystallographic defects 

which may result in performance degradation such as current collapse and eventually 

device failure. This means metallization schemes that result in an induction of 

compressive strain in the AlGaN layer or proper passivation overlayer deposition that 

results in less tensile strain induced at its edge will be beneficial in terms of device 

reliability. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THERMOMETRY OF ALGAN/GAN HEMTS USING MULTI-SPECTRAL  
RAMAN FEATURES 

 

 
 
 

5.1 Overview and Approach 

  

 In this work, we utilize micro-Raman spectroscopy to measure temperature and stress 

in state-of-the-art AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. A rigorous discussion on the physical accuracy, 

precision, and precautions for diverse Raman thermometry methods is developed. 

Thermometry techniques utilizing shifts in a single Raman Stokes peak position under-

predict the channel temperature due to induction of operational thermo-elastic stress in 

operating devices. Utilizing the change in phonon linewidth by employing a proper 

reference condition gives true temperature results. Making use of frequency shifts in both 

the E2(high) and A1(LO) phonon mode offers accurate and time-efficient means to 

determine the state of temperature and thermal stress in operating AlGaN/GaN HEMTs 

presuming that linear relations between phonon frequencies and temperature/stress are 

well determined. Useful applications of this method such as monitoring stress in GaN 

wafers between fabrication steps and Raman thermography on AlGaN/GaN HEMTs are 

demonstrated. 
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5.2 Motivation 

  

 The typical method to measure temperature in microelectronics or 

microelectromechancial systems (MEMS) using micro-Raman spectroscopy is to convert 

the frequency shift of a single phonon mode from a reference state to an operating state 

into the corresponding amount of temperature rise. However, as shown in the previous 

Chapters 3 and 4, the stress dependence of the phonon frequency hinders accurate lattice 

temperature estimation using this conventional method for practical applications due to 

stress evolution accompanied by temperature rise arising from the thermo-elastic effect. 

Temperature measurement of operating AlGaN/GaN HEMTs independent of stress 

effects was demonstrated in [52] using the linewidth based Raman thermometry method. 

However, for this phonon linewidth based method, higher uncertainty levels compared to 

those resulting the single peak position based thermometry method are inevitable. Typical 

temperature uncertainties resulting from the linewidth based method and the single peak 

position based method are ±6 K and ±1.5 K, respectively. In addition, determination of 

the phonon linewidth becomes difficult when multiple Raman peaks coming from 

different layers of the device overlap. For example, in GaN on Si devices, the GaN 

E2(high) mode peak (~568 cm-1) overlaps with the dominant Si Raman peak (~520 cm-1) 

that comes from the Si substrate. When multiple zone-center phonon modes are detectible 

for a material under interest, stress and temperature contributions to the phonon 

frequency shifts between an operating state and a reference state can be readily separated. 

Recently, a thermometry method utilizing both shifts in the E2(high) and A1(LO) mode 

(of GaN) peak positions was proposed [53]. The Raman signatures of these phonon 
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modes were shown in Fig. 7. This method is most time efficient among the Raman 

thermometry methods discussed so far since the temperature calibration process for the 

specimen is not required. Also it offers relatively low uncertainty in the temperature 

results compared to the linewidth based method. The key for implementing this technique 

is precise knowledge of the relationships between the shift of the phonon frequencies 

with temperature rise and induced stress. Unfortunately these relations reported in 

literature lack of consistency thus the practical use of this technique was limited.   

 In this study, we develop a Raman thermometry method (linear 2-peak fit method) 

which has advantages such as short experiment time and simplicity in data handling 

compared to previously developed techniques [52], [53]. A framework to determine 

stress / temperature-phonon frequency relations is developed (stress relations were 

established in Chapter 3 and briefly revisited in this chapter). Then the validity of using 

this technique is checked by comparing obtained temperature and stress results to those 

deduced from different Raman thermometry techniques and 3-D finite-element thermo-

mechanical simulation. A thermography map of the full channel of a custom AlGaN/GaN 

HEMT (standard in every way except for the source-gate and gate-drain spacing) was 

constructed using the developed Raman thermometry technique. 
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5.3 Devolopment of Thermometry Technique 

 

5.3.1 Derivation of Stress / Temperature – Phonon Frequency Relations 

  

 The method proposed in [53] utilizing shifts in frequencies of both the E2(high) and 

A1(LO) mode between the powered state and the pinch-off state offers means to assess 

operational thermo-elastic stress and temperature simultaneously provided that the 

evolved stress is biaxial in the c-plane of GaN. This method can be furthermore 

simplified as linear temperature/stress-phonon frequency relations hold for practical 

ranges of temperature and biaxial stress, e.g., from room temperature to ~500 °C and 

from -1 to 1 GPa, respectively. In [53], a nonlinear empirical expression for the 

temperature dependence of the E2(high) and A1(LO) modes was adopted. The 

temperature rise (ΔT=T-T0) from a reference state (pinch-off, T0) of an operating device 

can be extracted by observing the alteration of the Raman shifts of the E2(high) and 

A1(LO) modes of GaN between an operating state (ω) and a reference condition (ω0). In 

assessing the magnitude of induced operational thermo-elastic stress (σa), it is assumed 

that elastic deformation takes place between the two states. 
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For AlGaN/GaN HEMT measurement, the pinch-off state (at same base plate temperature 

as the ON-state) is chosen as the reference condition since then the electrical contribution 
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to shift in phonon frequencies is cancelled out which stems from the inverse piezoelectric 

effect. The inverse piezoelectric stress induced in the device channel is not strictly biaxial 

[87], thus cannot be analyzed using the Raman thermometry method discussed here. 

 This linear ‘2-peak fit method’ is advantageous over the single peak position or 

linewidth based techniques in terms of experimental time and accuracy provided that the 

induced stress in the GaN layer between two states is biaxial. Other methods require a 

temperature calibration process to generate a map that records the change in Raman 

signal as the device is uniformly heated up to known temperatures. Then the relative 

change in the Raman response acquired during device operation from that taken at a 

reference (pinch-off) condition is converted to ‘operating temperature’ based on this 

calibration map. When measuring multiple locations within a device, one has to build 

calibration maps for all individual measurement points to get best results. This calibration 

process is not only time consuming but also can be a major source of errors in the derived 

temperatures. Fluctuation in the thermal environment surrounding the device during 

calibration is mainly responsible for these errors. The 2-peak fit method does not require 

this calibration process since it solely relies upon the intrinsic character of the material, 

i.e., shift in phonon frequency in response to temperature elevation or applied stress. 

However, employment of this technique requires precise determination of the relations 

between temperature/stress and the frequency shifts of the E2(high) and A1(LO) phonon 

modes of GaN. The temperature-frequency relations are relatively easy to deduce. But the 

(biaxial) stress-frequency relations that exist in literature are lacking of consistency. With 

recent improvement in processing technology and development of high quality GaN epi-

layers, there is opportunity to revisit these relations. This procedure was shown in 
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Chapter 3 and briefly repeated below. 

 Raman spectroscopy and x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were conducted on 

commercial unintentionally doped (UID) MOCVD or HVPE grown GaN templates 

employing diverse substrate materials. Lattice constants of the GaN epi-layers were 

determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements using PANalytical X’Pert Pro 

system equipped with a Cu Kα x-ray source. Strain in each layer was calculated based on 

true lattice constants of GaN (a0=3.1878 Å and c0=5.1850 Å) suggested in [57]. Stress-

strain relations for the relevant case for thin layers having homogeneous biaxial stress in 

the c-plane and being stress free in the growth (c-axis) direction are well described in 

[45]. Elastic stiffness constants of GaN listed in Table. 2 [67] were adopted. 

 

Table 2.  Structural properties of materials. 

Stiffness matrix (GPa) 
Material 

C11 C12 C44 C13 C33 

Young's  
modulus 

(GPa) 

Poisson's  
ratio 

GaN [67] 390 145 105 106 398 - - 
Sapphire* [88] 491 167 146 115 491 - - 
6H-SiC [89] 501 111 163 52 553 - - 
Si3N4 [90] - - - - - 195 0.25 
Au [91] - - - - - 97 0.421 

CuW(15:85) [92] - - - - - 390 0.3 

AuSn Solder  - - - - - 30 0.4 

* For Sapphire, C14=-23 GPa 

 

 Raman measurements were performed on each sample (at the same location where 

XRD measurements were conducted) to correlate the Stokes Raman frequencies to the 

degree of biaxial stress within each GaN epi-layer. Raman spectroscopy measurements 

were performed using Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRAM HR800. A 532 nm sub-band gap 
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laser excitation was utilized. Incident laser power was adjusted (2.4-25.2 mW) to prevent 

local heating in the GaN layers as well as the substrate materials. The focused laser spot 

diameter was 1.3 μm. Measurements were carried out with the laser light perpendicular to 

the c-plane and incident on the Ga-face of GaN in a 180° backscattering configuration 

and un-polarized detection. Samples were mounted on a heating stage (INSTEC 

HCC324S) maintained at 25 °C (±0.06 °C) during measurement. Linear relations were 

observed and the stress conversion factors for each phonon mode were determined from 

the slope of the fitting line of the data shown in Fig. 16. This entire process to derive 

Raman stress conversion coefficients was explained in detail in Chapter 3. 

 Temperature-phonon frequency relations were derived by performing in situ Raman 

measurements while heating a bulk high quality HVPE GaN substrate to known 

temperatures (25-300 °C). Derived stress and temperature conversion factors are 

summarized in Table. 3 and are in nice agreement with values reported in [11] 

( 2( )E high
RSK =-2.7±0.3 cm-1/GPa) and  [75] ( 1( )A LO

RSK =-1.91±0.58 cm-1/GPa). Here the 95% 

confidence intervals were deduced based on error propagation from uncertainties in all 

optical measurements (XRD and Raman) as well as adopted elastic modulus. 

 

Table 3.  Linear stress / temperature conversion coefficients. 
Coefficient Units Best estimate 95% confidence interval 

2( )E high
RSK  cm-1/GPa -3.09 ±0.41 

1( )A LO
RSK  cm-1/GPa -2.14 ±0.28 
2( )E high

RSA  cm-1/°C -0.015 ±0.0001 
1( )A LO

RSA  cm-1/°C -0.0281 ±0.0001 
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 5.4 Results and Discussion 

 

5.4.1 Verification of Developed Thermometry Scheme 

  

 To check validity of utilizing the 2-peak fit method with the derived linear conversion 

coefficients, Raman measurements were conducted on a GaN/Sapphire epi-stack subject 

to diverse known temperatures ranging from 25 to 300°C. The thickness of the GaN and 

sapphire layers were 10 μm and 340 μm, respectively. A 3-D finite-element model 

(COMSOL using Solid Mechanics module) including the full geometry of the epi-stack 

(length and width of 5190 and 3230 μm, respectively)  but taking into account of quarter 

symmetry was built using elastic stiffness matrices and temperature-dependent 

anisotropic thermal expansion coefficients listed in Table. 4. The input parameter was 

temperature of the epi-stack (known) and thermal stress induced in the GaN layer at a 

heated state from a zero-stress reference condition (T0=25°C) was the model output. The 

(known) epi-stack temperatures and stress results from the model were compared with 

experimental values deduced from the linear 2-peak fit Raman thermometry method 

using (13). Very nice agreement is observed in Fig. 24 which gives confidence in 

utilizing the derived linear stress/temperature conversion coefficients along with the 2-

peak fit method. The average deviations from the model outputs within the studied 

temperature range are less than 5% when using the derived coefficients whereas an 

average deviation of 20% and 40% for temperature and stress, respectively, results by 

using linear coefficients previously reported in literature, for example, using the best 

estimates of stress coefficients derived in [75]. This experiment is of prominent 
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importance since it suggests the capability of utilizing the 2-peak fit method to accurately 

estimate the stress variation in GaN wafers during post-growth cooling to room 

temperature. 
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Fig. 24. Evolution of the thermo-elastic stress in a GaN epi-layer grown on top of a 
Sapphire substrate as temperature increases. Simulation results show the induced stress is 
biaxial in the c-plane of GaN, i.e., σxx≈σyy and σzz≈0. σxx and σyy are the normal stress 
components in the c-plane of GaN whereas σzz is the normal stress along the c-axis. Both 
temperature and stress are estimated from the 2-peak fit Raman thermometry method by 
observing shifts in the E2(high) and A1(LO) mode frequencies 
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Table 4. Thermal properties of materials. 

Material 
Coefficient of thermal  
expansion (×10-6 K-1) 

Thermal conductivity 
(W/mK) 

GaN 
[58], [93] 

αa=-1.44×10-5T2+1.7×10-2T+0.553 
αc=-1.39×10-5T2+1.64×10-2T+0.216 

 150×(T/300)-1.4 

Sapphire 
[61] 

αa=-4.64×10-8T2+4.05×10-3T+5.04 
αc=-5.35×10-8T2+4.2×10-3T+5.8 

41.9 

6H-SiC 
[94], [95] 

αa=-1.36×10-6T2+3.99×10-3T+2.28 
αc=-8.51×10-7T2+2.94×10-3T+2.44 

387×(T/293)-1.49 

Si3N4  
[96], [97] 

1.5 4.5 

Au 14.2 317 
CuW(15:85) 

[92]  
7 204-2.51×10-2T-7.62×10-5T2 

AuSn Solder 24 49.8 

Temperature should be input in Kelvin scale. 
All temperature dependent properties are valid within the range of 300-550 K. 
 

 

5.4.2 Application to Characterizing Devices 

 

5.4.2.1 Operating Temperature and Thermal Stress in the Channel 

  

 The operating temperature of a six-finger non-field plated AlGaN/GaN HEMT was 

examined using the aforementioned Raman thermometry techniques and finite-element 

thermo-mechanical simulation. The gate width and gate to drain channel spacing were 

370 μm and 3 μm, respectively. The thickness of the GaN buffer was ~2 μm and semi-

insulating (SI) 6H-SiC was used as the substrate material. The process technology was 

similar to that described in [98]. Raman thermometry was conducted at the drain side 

gate edge at the midpoint along the third channel from the device edge. The Raman 
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spectrometer configuration was identical to the setup for GaN template measurements 

(section 5.3.1). The incident laser power (25.2 mW) was chosen after confirming minimal 

effect of the laser on device operation by conducting measurements at diverse laser 

powers. Temperature calibration which is required for the single peak position and 

linewidth based Raman thermometry was performed by collecting Raman Stokes signals 

of the device uniformly heated (without voltage applied) to known temperatures (25-

300°C) using a LINKAM TS1500 temperature controlled stage (temperature stability: 

±1°C). Then the device was examined under operating conditions. Rise in channel 

temperatures from reference pinch-off states (Vgs=-8 V, Vds same as corresponding ON-

state condition, T0=85°C) were deduced from Raman measurements and are shown in Fig. 

25. Device output power was varied from 1.26 to 11.69 W (0.57-5.27 W/mm) at fully 

opened gate conditions (Vgs=2.55 V). The device base temperature under the package 

was maintained at T0=85±0.2°C using an INSTEC HCC324S temperature controlled 

stage.  Uncertainties (95% confidence bounds) in resulting temperatures were determined 

based on error propagation from uncertainties in the temperature calibration process, 

uncertainties in the stress/temperature conversion coefficients, and statistical random 

errors from multiple Raman measurements. 

 A 3-D Finite-element thermo-mechanical model was constructed using COMSOL’s 

Heat Transfer and Solid Mechanics modules to simulate the thermo-mechanical behavior 

of the device. The entire structure of the device module was considered in the model 

including the HEMT structure constructed on the center portion of an 

AlGaN/GaN/AlN/SiC die attached to a CuW package by a thermal die attach material. 

Patterned structures such as metal electrodes and the Si3N4 passivation over-layer were 
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also included. Physical dimensions of the simulated device were similar to those 

described in [99]. Material properties summarized in Table. 3 and 4 were carefully 

chosen to take into account of the anisotropic character of certain materials, temperature 

dependence in specific properties, and dependence on processing methods (e.g., low 

temperature PECVD grown Silicon Nitride passivation with thickness of ~0.5 μm used 

instead of properties from ‘bulk’ Si3N4 fabricated using different techniques). For 

simplicity the metal electrodes were assumed to have material properties of a thin gold 

film. The AlGaN layer was excluded in the simulation. This thin  layer (~20 nm) with 

low thermal conductivity (~30 W/mK [100]) would not significantly affect the channel 

temperature under situations with natural convection boundary conditions  imposed on 

the device surface [101].  For structural analysis, excluding this layer could be justified 

by its thinness since the degree of thermal stress induced in the much thicker GaN layer 

would not be affected by the thin AlGaN layer on top of it. The bottom and sides of the 

CuW package were held at 85°C while other boundaries including the surface of the 

package and sidewall of the device module were exposed to natural convection (h=5 

W/m2K). The heat generation in each channel was approximated by a boundary heat 

source at the GaN surface below the passivation layer and between the source and drain 

ohmic contacts. This is a reasonable approximation only for bias conditions where the 

gate is fully opened. In such case with low voltage bias, an electric field spike is not 

formed below the gate edge which would occur at high bias conditions where a ‘hot spot’ 

forms near the drain side gate edge as a result of normal FET operation (carrier depletion 

under the gate) as well as complex phonon interactions and ballistic transport effects 

driven by the intense local electric field [26]. For high bias conditions, the use of 
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Fourier’s law assuming the heat generation region as a uniform source along a fixed area 

near the gate for predicting operational junction temperatures cannot be strictly justified. 

For the structural side regarding thermo-elastic effects, the package was fixed by two 

screws (bottom clamped, top surface fixed in one lateral direction) and other boundaries 

were set free to move except the symmetry boundaries. Thus the effects of the extension 

of the die outside of the HEMT structure as well as package mounting conditions were all 

considered. Effective thermal boundary resistance between GaN and SiC was assumed to 

be 6×10-8 m2K/W which is on the same order in magnitude with values reported in [102]. 

Also the thermal boundary resistance occurring between the CuW package/ZnO-thermal 

grease/Cu mount interface was assumed to be 8.93×10-6 m2K/W according to [103]. The 

continuum heat transfer equations were first solved then the resultant temperature 

distribution throughout the entire structure was used to obtain the thermal strain. Finally, 

linear elastic equations were solved to calculate the thermo-elastic stress induced in the 

device. Modeling results displayed in Fig. 25 represent an average over a volume similar 

to the micro-Raman probing volume at the same location in the channel where Raman 

measurements were conducted. 
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Fig. 25 (a) Channel temperature at various power conditions deduced from the thermo-
mechanical simulation as well as diverse Raman thermometry techniques; 2-peak fit 
method, linewidth based method, and techniques based on single peak positions. (b) 
Operational thermo-elastic stress induced at diverse power conditions. Simulation results 
show the stress is closely biaxial and agree well with values obtained from the 2-peak fit 
method. Also shown is stress derived from analyzing the peak shift and broadening of the 
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E2(high) mode. Some data points including their error bars are offset for clarity. (c) and 
(d) show temperature and y-direction normal stress results, respectively, from the 
simulation at 4.5 W/mm power dissipation (Vgs=2.55 V and Vds=7 V). 
 

 

 Temperature deduced from the 2-peak fit method, linewidth based method, and 

simulation show reasonable agreement within error bar ranges as shown in Fig. 25 (a). 

Single peak position based methods using either the E2(high) or A1(LO) mode 

significantly underestimate the channel temperature due to evolution of compressive 

operational thermo-elastic stress. The A1(LO) frequency based temperature is closer to 

the true channel temperature compared to the E2(high) frequency based temperature due 

to lower sensitivity to c-plane biaxial stress ( 1( )A LO
RSK < 2( )E high

RSK ). The A1(LO) phonon 

mode corresponds to atomic oscillations along the c-axis whereas the E2(high) mode of 

GaN corresponds to the atomic oscillation in the c-plane which has a non-polar character 

and is therefore more sensitive to the lattice strain in the c-plane. Agreement between the 

thermal stress acquired via 2-peak fit method and simulation is reasonable. The other 

stress (σa) plot in Fig. 25 (b) was obtained by analyzing the peak shift and broadening of 

the E2(high) mode and using the following equation. 

 

2( ) 2( )
0 2( ) 0( ) ( )E high E high

E high RS RS aA T T K       (14)

 

Here TΓ is the channel temperature deduced from the line-broadening of the E2(high) 

mode linewidth or FWHM, T0 is the base plate temperature or device temperature at 

pinch-off (85°C). Other terms have same meaning as those in (13). The slight 

overestimation in the magnitude of thermal stress resulting from (14) is mainly caused by 
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the difference in the temperatures deduced from the 2-peak fit method and linewidth 

based method which may have come from errors in the temperature calibration process. 

Again in (13) and (14), measurement results taken at two different states, i.e., open 

channel (ON-state) and pinch-off (reference state), were considered to extract 

temperature and stress information. 

 

5.4.2.2 Thermal Imaging of an Operating Device 

  

 Different from other thermometry techniques such as IR thermography, Micro Raman 

spectroscopy is a local point-to-point measurement technique with high spatial resolution 

mainly limited by the wavelength of the laser excitation source (diffraction limited 

optics). However, there are occasions when spatial temperature distributions with high 

precision are required, for example, when examining location of local hotspots formed 

due to nonuniformity in the fabrication or by device degradation. The variation of local 

temperature calibration maps is unpredictable though the variation may not be significant. 

Thus in order to obtain best thermometry results, performing calibration on each 

measurement point under interest is necessary. This hinders Raman thermometry for 

being implemented as a tool for conducting spatial mapping on a broad region within a 

device. Since the 2-peak fit method relies on intrinsic attributes or predetermined 

temperature/stress-phonon frequency relations, it doesn’t require a temperature 

calibration process. Therefore this method has extraordinary merits with regards to high 

resolution thermography of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. Thermal drift of the spectrometer 

(mainly caused by room temperature change) during prolonged mapping measurements 
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can be compensated if an additional peak from an external light source, for example, 

neon or fluorescent lamps, is intentionally introduced in the Raman spectral window 

monitored. Fig. 26 is a result of performing Raman spatial mapping on one entire channel 

of a 2-finger device built based on similar epitaxial processing as the previously studied 

6-finger device except dimensions of the patterned structures. Channel width was 196 μm 

and gate field plate length was 3 μm. Gate to drain and source to gate spacings were 8 μm. 

The Raman setup used was identical to that described in the former subsection. Mapping 

step size was 1 μm along the channel width and 0.5 μm across channel length. The 

bottom of the device package was maintained at 50°C. The device was under DC 

operation at 2.16 W (5.4 W/mm) sustained by adjusting Vgs and keeping Vds at 20 V.  For 

the reference pinch-off state, the device was biased at Vgs=-8 V and Vds=20 V. 

Temperature conversion was performed using (13) and results are displayed in Fig. 26. 

Peak temperature occurs in the vicinity of the drain end of the gate where electric field 

concentration occurs. Low electron density or high electric resistance at this local region 

results in concentration in electron joule heating. 
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Fig. 26 Full map of temperature rise in one channel (from the base temperature of 50°C) 
of a 2-finger device obtained from the Raman thermography using the 2-peak fit method.  
The actual measured channel area corresponding to the temperature map in (b) is 
indicated in (a). The result in (b) shows that the channel is hotter between the drain and 
gate than the source-gate opening where peak temperature occurs at the drain end of the 
gate due to electric field concentration. 
 

 

 5.5 Summary and Conclusions 

 

 In this work, we utilized micro-Raman spectroscopy to measure temperature and 

operational thermo-elastic stress in state-of-the-art AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. An accurate and 

time-efficient method was developed based on work in [53] but using simplified linear 
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equations. Linear coefficients that relate biaxial stress ( 2( )E high
RSK =-3.09±0.41 cm-1/GPa, 

1( )A LO
RSK = -2.14±0.28 cm-1/GPa) and temperature to the phonon frequency shifts of GaN 

( 2( )E high
RSA =-0.015±0.0001 cm-1/°C, 1( )A LO

RSA = -0.0281±0.0001 cm-1/°C) were determined for 

realization of this technique. This method is very useful in characterizing GaN based 

MEMS and microelectronic thin film devices since the state of stress in them is 

commonly biaxial. Through the use of this thermometry method, obtained channel 

temperatures were similar to those deduced from the linewidth based Raman 

thermometry technique [52] but with uncertainty levels lower by ~40% as shown in Fig. 

25. Operational thermo-elastic stresses obtained from this method also possessed lower 

uncertainty (~20% less).  Techniques utilizing single peak shifts do not separate stress 

effects thus underestimate the channel temperature. Shorter experiment time and potential 

higher accuracy is also expected for the 2-peak fit method since it does not require a 

temperature calibration process. However, one should notice that the 2-peak fit method is 

only valid when the evolved stress is biaxial in the c-plane of GaN. Thus in case of 

measuring temperature in GaN based devices where three dimensional stresses are 

expected, e.g., below patterned structure edges (this effect was clearly observable via the 

model developed in this study), one should take precautions for utilizing this method. The 

linewidth based method gives more flexibility to the experimentalist in such cases. For 

symmetry-conserving stress situations [104] such as c-plane biaxial stress, c-axis uniaxial 

stress, and hydrostatic stress, no splitting of phonon frequencies occur and the stress 

effect on the Raman signature is revealed by only a frequency shift [22]. Under such 

situations but other than a biaxial stress case, the linewidth based method is 

recommended if proper reference states can be defined. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE IMPACT OF BIAS CONDITIONS ON SELF-HEATING IN ALGAN/GAN 
HEMTS 

 

 
 
 

 6.1 Overview and Approach 

  

 The thermal response of AlGaN/GaN high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) 

directly correlates with the overall performance, reliability, and lifetime of these devices. 

In general, a hot spot develops near the drain end of the gate electrode during power 

dissipation. The device channel temperature was examined via micro-Raman 

thermometry under various bias conditions where power dissipation levels were identical. 

Under these bias conditions, difference in internal states (sheet carrier density and electric 

field distribution) within the device alters the heat generation profile across the channel. 

High Vds conditions lead to significantly higher channel temperature compared to that for 

low Vds conditions although the power dissipation is kept constant. Experimental results 

show ~13°C deviation between Vds=45 V and Vds=7 V cases when the power dissipation 

is 4.5 W/mm. This suggests that bias conditions may have a relatively significant impact 

on device reliability and that this effect must be considered when building thermal 

models of devices under operation or undergoing accelerated life testing. 
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6.2 Motivation 

  

 It was reported through simulation [105] and experiments [106] that bias conditions 

alter the ratio of power dissipated in the pinch-off region to that dissipated in the rest of 

the device thus having an influence on device peak temperature. However, this bias 

dependent self-heating effect has not been explored yet in order to determine the potential 

magnitude of the variation in temperature rise over a wide enough range including both 

practical operating conditions, for example, Vds=28 or 48 V, and open channel conditions 

which are frequently used to assess the thermal response of operating HEMTs. 

 Comparison of open channel conditions to practical operating conditions where Vds is 

high (e.g., Vds=28 V, 48 V) is very important in terms of device lifetime prediction. Key 

reasons are enumerated below: 

1. Variation in device peak temperature (due to different bias conditions) although 

the dissipated power is same can lead to wrong derivation of the activation energy 

for predicting mean time to failure (MTTF) of devices via accelerated lifetime tests. 

Thus the bias condition used in the three temperature accelerated life test has to be 

considered seriously. 

2. People are often not careful about the bias conditions used to get a thermal 

resistance.  They may use whatever bias condition is more convenient for measuring 

the temperature rise and then relate it to a life test runs at different conditions. 

3. Given an activation energy (from literature), since the max temp within the device 

varies with bias conditions, the MTTF of the device is closely related with the 

operating bais conditions. When comparing a fully opened device and a highly 
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biased device (e.g., Vds=48 V), their MTTF can vary by an order of magnitude. 

  

 The channel temperature of a 6-finger non-field plated AlGaN/GaN HEMT was 

examined via micro-Raman spectroscopy under various bias conditions (combination of 

Vgs and Vds) while the power dissipation level was kept constant (4.5 W/mm). First the 

E2(high) phonon linewidth based Raman thermometry method from [52] briefly 

discussed in Chapter 5 was utilized to assess the true lattice temperature. Channel 

temperatures deduced from single phonon frequency shifts are compared with the 

obtained results and discussed. Then the linear 2-peak fit method developed in Chapter 5 

was used to reproduce the trend of the dependence of operating temperatures on bias 

conditions. Finally these results were compared with electro-thermal simulations. 

 

6.3 Experimental Methodology 

  

6.3.1 Experimental Setup and Tested Conditions 

  

 Raman spectra were recorded using a confocal Raman microscope Horiba Jobin 

Yvon LabRAM HR800. A 532 nm diode-pumped solid-state laser was used as the 

excitation source. A 1800 groove/mm diffraction grating was used and the confocal hole 

size was adjusted to 100 μm. This setup was established to obtain high enough spectral 

dispersion (0.28 cm-1/pixel CCD) suited for temperature measurements, reasonable 

acquisition time (~13.5 sec for a single measurement), spectral range adequate for 
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examining multiple phonon modes (300 – 820 cm-1), and for obtaining reasonable signal-

to-noise ratio (~70:1 for the E2(high) peak) for each measurement. Data acquisition times 

were adjusted to obtain consistent Raman intensity counts (~8000) of the GaN E2(high) 

peak. Measurements were carried out with the laser light perpendicular to the basal plane 

of GaN in a 180° backscattering configuration and un-polarized detection. The E2(high) 

and A1(LO) modes were primarily investigated among the allowed zone-center optical 

phonon modes detectable for this configuration [9]. The E2(low) mode  (~143 cm-1) was 

not examined due to overlap with the folded transversal acoustic mode (E2 symmetry) 

[107] of the 6H-SiC substrate. The 532 nm laser power incident on the devices was 

adjusted via neutral density filters to ~25.2 mW and ~2.4 mW. The sub-band gap laser 

wavelength (532 nm) used for Raman measurements prevents localized heating of GaN 

by laser light absorption. For devices under electrical bias, negligible carrier induced 

local heating at this setup was confirmed by comparing the Raman response acquired 

from the aforementioned two excitation power levels. A 50X LWD objective (NA = 0.5) 

was employed to focus the laser on the sample surface and collect the Raman signatures. 

The theoretical diffraction limited laser focused spot diameter was 1.3 μm. Before 

conducting Raman measurements, the system was calibrated at 25°C with a 4H-SiC piece 

to 776.599 cm-1 which was equivalent to 520.46 cm-1 for high quality single crystal 

silicon. Pinch off state measurements were conducted before and after every ON-state 

temperature measurement to take into account of the drift (systematic error) of the 

spectrometer. In order to determine the peak position and full width at half maximum 

(FWHM), Raman spectra were fitted using a linear combination of Gaussian–Lorentzian 

line-shapes.  
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 Six-finger AlGaN/GaN HEMTs fabricated on 6H-SiC with a gate width of 370 μm 

and gate to drain channel spacing of ~3.5 μm were examined. The thickness of the GaN 

layer was ~2 μm. These devices employed T-gates but not source connected field plates 

which would hinder optical access to the channel. This allowed temperature observation 

close to the drain end of the gate. Processing technology used to fabricate the devices was 

similar to that described in [108]. 

 Raman thermometry was conducted 0, 1, and 2 μm away from the drain side gate 

edge at the midpoint along the third channel from the device edge. Device output power 

was controlled to 10 W (4.5 W/mm) at various Vds conditions ranging from 7 to 80 V by 

adjusting Vgs. The device base temperature under the package was maintained at 85°C 

(±0.2°C) while mounted on a heating stage (INSTEC HCC324S).  

 To calibrate the device Raman response, i.e., peak shift and line broadening, to 

temperature rise, Raman Stokes signals were collected (20 spectra for each condition) 

while the device was isothermally heated to known temperatures (25.0, 45.8, 89.0, 135.0, 

181.0, 229.5, and 278°C) without voltage applied using a LINKAM TS1500 temperature 

controlled stage with a temperature stability of ±1 °C. Fig. 27 shows the down shift and 

broadening of the GaN E2(high) and A1(LO) modes in response to elevated device 

temperature. A linear fit was used to describe shifts in phonon frequencies with respect to 

change in temperatures. A second order polynomial did suffice to represent the relation 

between change in linewidths and change in temperatures from the reference condition 

(25°C). 
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Fig. 27. Temperature calibration results relating the change in temperature to change in 
Raman responses (peak position and linewidth). (a) Degree of red shift in the E2(high) 
and A1(LO) mode frequencies in response to temperature rise. (b) The line broadening of 
respective phonon modes caused by temperature elevation. 
 

  

 Then the actual device temperature measurements for each bias condition were 

carried out by conducting a total of 60 measurements; 20 measurements at a pinch-off 

condition (Vgs=-8 V) for a given Vds to be investigated, then 20 measurements for that 

ON-state condition at that Vds, followed by 20 more measurements at the previous pinch-

off condition. This pinch-off condition is chosen because  it is electrically similar to the 

corresponding ON-state condition (especially at higher Vds) but with negligible power 

dissipation. Briefly, this method is discussed in detail elsewhere [52] but involves 

separating the voltage induced changes in the device that affect Raman from the thermal 

changes we want to measure; it is not sufficient to simply measure the change in the 

Raman signal at ON-state from an unbiased reference state (at a certain base plate 
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temperature) and ascribe all of the change to heating. Pinch-off state measurements were 

conducted before and after every ON-state temperature measurement to take into account 

of the thermal drift or systematic error of the spectrometer due to change in room 

temperature.  

 The amount of line-broadening between the ON-state and the reference pinch-off 

state (Vgs=-8 V, Vds same as corresponding ON-state) is converted to channel temperature 

rise based on the obtained device temperature calibration map. Then the operational 

thermo-elastic stress (σa) arising due to channel temperature rise between the two 

measured states can be estimated using the following equation. 

 

2( ) 2( )
0 0( )E high E high

RS RS aA T T K       (15)

 

where ω is the measured E2(high) phonon frequency at ON-state, ω0 is the E2(high) mode 

frequency at pinch-off, T is the channel temperature deduced from the change in the 

E2(high) mode linewidth, T0 is the base plate temperature (85°C) or device temperature at 

pinch-off, and 2( )E high
RSK  is the Raman biaxial stress conversion factor derived in Chapter 3. 

2( )E high
RSA  is a linear coefficient expressing the E2(high) mode frequency shift of bulk GaN 

in response to temperature rise. This coefficient was determined to be -0.015±0.0001 cm-

1/°C by heating a high quality HVPE GaN sample at known temperatures and performing 

in situ Raman measurements (also shown in Chapter 5).  

 Experiments for each ‘set’ of measurements for each bias condition (here one ‘set’ 

consists of one powered state measurement in between of two pinch-off condition 

measurements) were conducted at least twice to assure the results were reproducible. Best 
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estimates and uncertainties (95% confidence bounds) for temperatures were obtained by 

conducting statistical analysis. 

 Special care has been taken in experiments not to be confused by the problematic 

sources at high or low Vds conditions to ensure that we observed the bias dependence 

described in this study.  The issues are outlined below: 

 1. Higher Vds related issues: 

a. Non-uniformity within the device (hot spots) that can show up at higher drain 

biases that may ruin the meaningfulness of the comparison on the experimental 

side. 

Solution) Measured multiple locations (different channels within the device) and 

confirmed this bias dependence even at the coldest part of the device active region. 

Also confirmed the uniformity of the power dissipation along the gate width and 

from one finger to the next using thermal infrared microscopy. 

b. Real-time degradation while collecting the data  

Solution) The data presented in this manuscript came from devices that did not 

undergo performance degradation during testing as verified by electrical 

measurements. 

c. Laser induced heating and impact on Ids 

Solution) To ensure laser induced heating was prevented, we tried Raman 

measurements with multiple laser wavelengths (442, 488, 532 nm) at different 

laser power levels. 488 and 532 nm lasers were better for reducing local laser 

induced current as their energies are lower than 442 nm. Raman temperature 

conversion results were consistent when using 532 nm laser with sample incident 
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laser powers of 25.2 mW (as described in manuscript) and 2.4 mW. 488 nm laser 

with sample incident laser powers of 5 mW gave similar results as well.  

 2. Low Vds related issues: 

a. Wrong power output reading 

Solution) Care was taken to use force-sense biasing at source and drain to account 

for and remove the resistance of the bias networks up to the Au wire bond leads 

(connected to the electrode pads), determined to be ~0.28 Ω at 85°C, so that the 

reported power is the actual power dissipated in the device. 

 

6.3.2 Automation of HEMT Operation 

  

 A HEMT operating program was developed using the NI LabVIEW software. This 

program was targeted for fully automated device control for short-term operation as well 

as long-term reliability studies. Constant DC power operation was achievable with 

±0.001 W precision by controlling Vgs at a specifice Vds condition. Simultaneous 

operation of four devices was possible while collecting electrical data (Vgs, Igs, Rgs, Vds, 

Ids, Rgs, power density, etc.) during testing. For long-term electrical stress tests, an 

automatic periodic performance check (I-V sweep) function was added. Also the program 

would inform the operator if certain criterions indicating device degradation, e.g., 5% 

power reduction for a given bias condition, were met. As provision against worst case 

scenarios such as unexpected device failure, emergency warning/shut-down functions 

were developed and implemented. The front panel of the developed program is shown in 

Fig. 28. 
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Fig. 28. LabVIEW program developed to control devices. 
 

 

 6.4 Results and Discussion 

  

6.4.1 Bias Dependence of Gate Edge Temperature Observed From Conventional 

Raman Thermometry Methods 

 

 Under negative gate bias, a depletion region is formed beneath the gate and the sheet 

carrier density reaches a minimum at the drain side gate edge which in turn causes an 

electric field concentration. Thus power delivery by the electrons to the lattice takes place 

primarily in this narrow region of the channel. Among the bias conditions, i.e., 

combination of Vgs and Vds, with identical power dissipation, a lower carrier 

concentration is achieved for bias conditions with more negative Vgs, i.e., higher Vds at 

this local region under the gate since the depletion region extends further down towards 

the GaN layer. The requirement for current continuity results in a higher longitudinal 

electric field and higher carrier velocity at the gate edge near the drain. Therefore the 
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distribution of Joule heating within the device varies with bias conditions even though the 

amount of power dissipation is identical. Under high Vds conditions (more negative Vgs), 

a higher portion of the applied Vds drops near the drain side gate edge with remainder of 

the voltage dropping across the rest of the 2-DEG and at source and drain ohmic contacts. 

The concentration of the heat generation region results in a higher channel temperature as 

shown in Fig. 29. As the channel is opened by applying a less negative gate bias, the 

voltage drop across the channel becomes more uniform. Under conditions where the 

channel is fully opened (positive gate bias), there is not a strong electric field region 

beneath the gate electrode which results in a lower channel temperature. Operational 

thermal stresses at different bias conditions (compared to their corresponding pinch-off 

states) are shown in Fig. 30. The local channel temperature rise becomes higher at higher 

bias conditions. As a result, larger compressive thermo-elastic stress is induced at that 

location. 
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Fig. 29. Temperature at the drain end of the gate obtained from diverse Raman 
thermometry techniques; From the line broadening of the E2(high) mode and from single 
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peak position shifts in the E2(high) and A1(LO) modes. The Stokes linewidth or FWHM 
based temperatures (black squares) represent the true channel temperatures. Considerable 
under-prediction is shown for the Stokes peak position based temperatures due to their 
stress dependence. Power dissipation levels were maintained at 10 W (4.5 W/mm) while 
bias conditions were varied. 
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Fig. 30. Corresponding electrical bias conditions for the temperature results shown in Fig. 
29. To retain the power dissipation level (10 W or 4.5 W/mm), Vgs was adjusted to less 
negative values when Vds was decreased. Vgs is positive for Vds=7 V when 10 W is 
dissipated. Also shown is the thermal stress induced by local temperature rise in the 
device. 95% confidence intervals for the stress results were ~±38 MPa of the best 
estimates. 
 

  

 Fig. 29 also shows the systematic error that comes from not properly separating the 

effect of mechanical stress on the Raman peak position shift to acquire temperature 

information. Foremost, the Stokes linewidth based temperatures represent the ‘true’ 

lattice temperatures of GaN as described in [52]. This fact was confirmed by comparing 

the results obtained from this method with results from the Stokes to anti-Stokes intensity 
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ratio based method and 3D finite-element simulation. Compressive thermo-elastic stress 

causes a blue-shift in the Raman frequency whereas increased temperature red-shifts it. . 

This results in an under-prediction of lattice temperature when performing Raman 

temperature measurement using only one Stokes Raman peak. The E2(high) mode of 

GaN corresponds to the atomic oscillation in the c-plane which has a non-polar character. 

Its mode frequency is therefore more sensitive to the lattice strain in the c-plane than the 

A1(LO) phonon mode which corresponds to atomic oscillations along the c-axis [12]. 

This was revealed in Chapter 3 (derived stress conversion coefficients). A graphical 

illustration of these phonon modes was given in Fig. 6. Fig. 29 shows the channel 

temperature extracted by the A1(LO) peak position is closer to the ‘true’ channel 

temperature due to its lower sensitivity to mechanical stress. Utilizing line broadening of 

the A1(LO) mode also gives reasonable estimates for the true lattice temperatures (not 

displayed in Fig. 29) but is impractical due to its large error bar range. 95% confidence 

intervals were ~±26°C of best estimates. Low signal-to-noise ratio of the A1(LO) mode 

signal is responsible for the large error bars. 

 This bias dependence of the thermal resistance may promote localized damage to 

occur near the drain side gate edge depending on bias conditions even though thermal 

aging tests do not show thermal degradation occur at ambient temperatures close to 

operational junction temperatures predicted by conventional modeling results utilizing 

Fourier’s law assuming the heat generation region as a uniform source along a fixed area 

near the gate. This bias-dependent self-heating effect should be even more pronounced 

for devices grown on top of Sapphire or Si substrates due to their low thermal 

conductivities and for devices with longer channels. When setting up experimental and 
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control groups for reliability test experiments to investigate certain failure mechanisms 

(for example, see [109] where hot electron induced degradation was examined), the effect 

of bias-dependent self-heating should be taken into account, i.e., one should not assume 

the channel temperature to be invariable among devices under different bias conditions 

although the amount of power dissipations are identical. Control of the electric field 

distribution across the channel can be performed through the implementation of source 

connected field plates, T-gates, etc. The reduction in the peak electric field in these 

devices will change the distribution of the heat generation region and may reduce the 

effect seen here slightly but is not expected to eliminate it. In fact, additional field plating 

will make the effect we have observed harder to see and may impart a false sense of 

security when thermal resistance measurements are made without considering the 

possibility of bias dependence [110]. 

 

6.4.2 Application of Linear 2-Peak Fit Method and Comparison with Electro-

Thermal Simulation 

 

 Uncertainty levels ensuing from the linewidth based method were ±6°C while 

experimental results showed ~11°C deviation between Vds=45 V and Vds=7 V cases when 

the power dissipation was 4.5 W/mm. Raman data conversion to temperature was 

performed using the linear 2-peak fit method developed in Chapter 5 since this method 

offers lower uncertainty than the linewidth based method which would be beneficial in 

terms of examining not only the gate edge temperature but also the temperature 

distribution across the channel. Presuming that more meaningful best estimates would be 
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obtained from the 2-peak fit method, these results were compared with bias dependent 

operating temperatures obtained from electro-thermal simulation. Uncertainties (95% 

confidence bounds) in measured temperatures were less than ±4°C.  

 The temperature at the gate edge determined by Raman spectroscopy at a fully open 

channel condition (Vgs=1.92 V, Vds=7 V, P=10 W) was 206.2°C. This value agrees well 

with the value obtained from the linewidth based method within uncertainty ranges (also 

temperatures for other bias conditions do agree in this sense). The temperature at this 

location increases as higher Vds is applied even the power dissipation is kept constant as 

shown in Fig. 31.  
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Fig. 31. Deviation of the gate edge temperature at different bias conditions from a fully 
open channel case (206.2°C). Also shown are tested bias conditions to retain the power 
dissipation level at 10 W (4.5 W/mm) and electro-thermal simulation results. Simulation 
results are displayed for different integration volumes (GaN peak temperature along the 
channel vs. its depth average). Solid lines are guides to the eye. 
 

  

 A coupled 3-D electro-thermal finite element model [99] was utilized to validate the 
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experimental results from Raman thermometry. Device heat generation primarily from 

Joule-heating within the 2-DEG region was obtained from a small scale 2-D electro-

thermal model using ISE Sentaurus Device by solving hydrodynamic equations for 

electron transport and the thermal diffusion equation for heat transport. This coupled 

solution was then linked to a large scale 3-D thermal model solving the thermal diffusion 

equation using ANSYS. To mimic the Raman measurement and enable a realistic 

comparison, the model data was averaged over the first 0.5 μm of channel optically 

visible and through the thickness of the GaN.  Excellent agreement with experiments at 

low bias conditions in Fig. 31 gives confidence to the selected modeling parameters. Hot 

phonon build up at high bias states may have caused the deviation between simulation 

and experimental results since such nanoscale thermal physics was not included in the 

model. Resulting trends of the gate edge temperature are consistent with former 

observations revealed by thermoreflectance CCD imaging [33] and by using a similar 

experimental approach for two operating conditions (Vds=25 and 50 V) [106]. Similar 

bias dependent trends were observed at other locations on this device and for other 

devices. This bias dependence of operating temperature was consistently observable 

throughout the active region of the device. Close to the edge of the channel farthest from 

the device center, the temperature rise at Vds=7 V was 82.5°C whereas Vds=45 V resulted 

in a temperature rise of 90.5°C. 

 As the channel is opened by applying a less negative gate bias, the voltage drop 

becomes more uniform across the channel. Under conditions where the channel is fully 

opened (positive gate bias, e.g., Vgs≈2 V), there is not a strong electric field region 

beneath the gate electrode. This results in a lower channel temperature and lower 
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temperature gradient across the channel. Electric field concentration near the drain side 

corner of the gate at high Vds conditions reveals itself as higher channel temperature and 

larger inverse piezoelectric stress induced near this region [87]. The results for the 

foregoing discussion are shown in Fig. 32. Details of simulation results regarding electric 

field distribution, temperature distribution, and heat generation rate along the channel can 

be found in [110].  
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Fig. 32. (a) Temperature at measured locations between the gate and drain for 
representative bias conditions. (b) Change in E2(high) phonon frequency at pinch-off 
conditions (Vgs=-8 V) from the unbiased state. Larger shift in phonon frequency at higher 
Vds conditions indicates larger compressive in-plane stress induced by the inverse 
piezoelectric effect. Measurements were taken at 25°C. Solid lines in the graphs are 
guides to the eye. 
 

  

 The peak lattice temperatures are expected to be much higher than values obtained by 

Raman spectroscopy using sub-band gap laser excitation since this probes the depth-

average temperature of the GaN layer whereas the hot spot dimension is on the order of 
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10-100 nm [25], [26]. For this same reason it is also believed that a lower bound for the 

magnitude of the bias dependence of the thermal resistance was observed in this work. 

When setting up experimental and control groups for reliability tests to investigate certain 

failure mechanisms, the effect of bias-dependent self-heating should be taken into 

account. One should not assume the channel temperature to be invariable among identical 

devices under different bias conditions even though the total power dissipation is 

identical. While the amount of bias dependence to the channel temperature is expected to 

vary with channel and epi-stack dimensions, substrate choice, total power, etc., and the 

intent here is not to be exhaustive, the bias dependence of the channel temperature 

reported in this study leads to MTTFs that can differ by about an order of magnitude for a 

commonly reported thermal activation energy of ~ 2 eV [111]. In addition, very careful 

and low noise measurements or electro-thermal modeling (not just thermal and based on 

a fixed heat generation region) are required to quantify this effect. 

 

 6.5 Summary and Conclusions 

 

 The bias-dependent self-heating was examined from a thermal analysis using micro-

Raman thermometry. Under bias conditions where Vds is higher and Vgs is more negative, 

the heat generation region becomes more concentrated into a nanoscale region under the 

drain end of the gate electrode. Consequently a higher channel temperature results 

compared to that for conditions with lower Vds and less negative Vgs even though the total 

power dissipation in the device is identical. This effect exerts local peculiarity in the 

device and should be taken into account in fundamental reliability studies and 
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implementation of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. 
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CHAPTER 7 

THE IMPACT OF STRESS ON THE DEGRADATION OF ALGAN/GAN HEMTS 

  

 
 

 

7.1 Summary 

  

 Coupled 2-D electro-thermo-mechanical simulation and Raman thermometry were 

utilized to analyze the evolution of mechanical stress in AlGaN/GaN high electron 

mobility transistors (HEMTs). This combined analysis was correlated with electrical step 

stress tests to determine the influence of stress on the degradation of actual devices under 

diverse voltage bias conditions. It was found that the total stress as opposed to one 

dominant stress component correlated the best with the degradation of the HEMT devices.  

These results suggest that minimizing the total stress as opposed to the inverse 

piezoelectric stress in the device is necessary in order to avoid device degradation that 

can be accomplished through various growth methods. 

 

7.2 Introduction 

  

 There have been significant advances in the development of novel wide bandgap III-

V compound semiconductor devices in recent years. This is especially true for GaN based 

amplifiers, i.e., AlGaN/GaN high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs), which 

breakdown at far higher peak electric fields compared to GaAs and Si used to build 
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modern solid state devices. This allows power switches and RF amplifiers to operate at 

higher voltages and power densities, thereby simplifying circuit design, reducing system 

weight, and improving efficiency. AlGaN/GaN based HEMTs have demonstrated 

superior performance and are available in the marketplace commercially. However, a 

physical understanding of the various reliability limiting mechanisms is lacking in subject 

literature and is a topic of debate in the GaN community. For example, the role and 

relative contribution of the various intrinsic material factors, such as physical stress and 

strain has not been clearly understood.  

 Intensive efforts have been made to reveal the degradation mechanisms of these 

devices operating under diverse electrical bias conditions. Approaches have included 

simulations using coupled multi-physics simulations [112], [113] and electrical testing 

[8], [114] along with surface science or electron microscopy  [7], [115].  

 In considering electrical testing of devices in the OFF-state it was reported that the 

inverse piezoelectric effect drives a degradation or failure mechanism as a result of the 

peak electric field forming in a device exposed to high voltage bias [8], [116], [117]. It 

was postulated that the field induced tensile strain in the AlGaN layer leads to formation 

of electronic traps and/or mechanical damage in this layer, especially, near the drain side 

corner of the gate. This study was extended to relate this field-driven degradation to 

structural (gate and channel geometry) [118] and thermal effects [119]. The previously 

mentioned studies imply that mechanical stress is involved in the relevant degradation 

modes of the devices [8], [48], [18]. In AlGaN/GaN HEMTs, the brittle AlGaN layer is 

pseudomorphically grown on a thick GaN buffer and thus possesses high tensile stress. 
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This makes this layer susceptible to mechanical failure when exposed to additional tensile 

loads [120] induced from different physical origins.  

 Stress or strain induced in operating AlGaN/GaN HEMTs are a superposition of the 

following physical effects (assuming linear elastic deformation). Residual stress is 

inherently present in these heteroepitaxialy grown devices where its magnitude depends 

on the substrate material, processing details, and any patterning of the devices [121]. As 

AlGaN/GaN HEMTs are aimed for high power applications, the high voltage bias 

conditions induce the inverse piezoelectric stress effect in the GaN and AlGaN layers due 

to their high ionicity and non-centrosymmetric nature. This effect is especially 

pronounced near the drain side corner of the gate where a peak vertical electric field 

along the c-axis is formed. In operating devices (ON-state), temporally and spatially 

nonuniform self-heating results in a large temperature gradient across the channel and 

within the device leading to occurrence of thermo-elastic stress. While there are three 

major components of stress (residual, inverse piezoelectric, and thermo-elastic), it is not 

clear if one of these stress components dominates the degradation of the devices or if 

there is simply a critical value of total stress that must be obtained in order to see device 

degradation. 

 In this work, we investigate the impact of stress on the degradation of AlGaN/GaN 

HEMTs grown on Si and SiC. Through the use of coupled electro-thermo-mechanical 

simulation and Raman spectroscopy, the totals stress and magnitudes of each stress 

component were determined.  The stress measurements and calculations were correlated 

with electrical characterization of the devices to determine its role in device degradation.  
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7.3 Experimental 

  

7.3.1 Device Description 

 

 Six-finger AlGaN/GaN HEMT test structures fabricated on a 100 μm thick 6H-SiC 

substrates via metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) were investigated. The 

AlGaN/GaN heterostructure composed of a 2 μm thick GaN layer and an unintentionally 

doped AlGaN barrier layer [122]. Processing technology was similar to that described in 

[108]. Devices employed standard Schottky and ohmic contacts. Silicon nitride 

passivation was deposited by low temperature plasma enhanced chemical vapor 

deposition (PECVD). The gate length and width were 0.5 μm and 370 μm, respectively. 

Devices employed a gate field plate (GFP) or T-gate. It should be noted that these test 

devices did not employ source connected field plates (SCFP), one of the main features 

distinguishing them from relevant commercial devices, for the purpose of degradation 

study. For the current test structures, larger internal electric fields [20], [123] as well as 

higher peak channel temperatures [124] are expected to occur that would render devices 

more prone to degradation compared to optimized commercial parts. Nonetheless, the 

impact of stress on device degradation can still be determined through the use of these 

test structures.  The distance between the GFP edge and drain was ~3 μm. Fig. 33 

illustrates an abbreviated cross-sectional schematic of the investigated devices (only one 

channel displayed). Experimental as well as computational analysis was performed to 

assess the role of total stress occurring in the AlGaN ‘critical region’ shown in Fig. 33 for 

different device structures.  
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 GaN-on-Si devices from [125] were also studied, having a similar 2-D cross-sectional 

geometry or dimensions as the GaN-on-SiC devices except employing a SCFP (Fig. 33). 

The GaN-on-Si devices had a gate to drain spacing of 3 μm and gate length of 0.5 μm 

similar to those for the GaN-on-SiC devices.  The gate to source distance and the AlGaN 

composition were also similar for both of the devices grown on Si and SiC. 

 

 

 

Fig. 33. Schematic of examined AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. Dimensions are not in scale. (a) 
Raman measurements were performed at a location closest to the drain end of the gate 
where optical access was allowed. The AlGaN surface under the drain side corner of the 
gate was investigated via simulation as this location is the critical region where peak 
stress values are induced. The y-axis in was taken to be parallel to the growth direction 
(c-axis) and pointing from the N-face towards the Ga-face of the GaN layer. The x-axis 
was taken parallel to the length direction of the device channel. (b) Two type of devices 
were investigated. The devices from [125] employed a Si substrate and SCFP (left). The 
GaN-on-SiC devices did not have a SCFP structure (right). 
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7.3.2 Vds-step stress tests  

 

 To test the response of devices to electrical stress testing, tests were performed in 

both the ON-state and OFF-state. To be closer to real device operating conditions, the 

primary variable in the electrical step stress tests [8] was drain-source voltage (Vds) rather 

than applying very large negative values of Vgs to induce localized electric field 

concentration. The GaN-on-SiC devices were stressed at pinch-off conditions (Vgs=-8 V, 

Vds=28/48/84/105/144 V) as well as ON-state (P=4.5 W/mm, Vds=28/48/60/70/75 V) at 

various Vds levels. The highest stress voltage (Vds=144 V) was selected to be three times 

of the nominal operating voltage for relevant commercial devices. Performance 

degradation was tracked using a benign post stress electrical characterization procedure 

similar to that described in [8] to monitor degradation through gate leakage current, 

transconductance Idmax, and Idss [8]. All tests were conducted in a dark environment. The 

baseplate temperature (Tbase) for OFF-state stress tests was 25 °C. For ON-state stress 

tests, Tbase was set to 85 °C to raise the overall device channel temperature to pronounce 

thermo-mechanical effects. Devices were stressed for prolonged periods, at least 20 hours 

for each step condition, to take into account of the time-dependent behavior of 

AlGaN/GaN HEMTs undergoing the high field induced degradation [126].  

 

7.3.3 Micro-Raman Spectroscopy  

 

 Raman spectroscopy measurements were conducted using a Horiba Jobin Yvon 

LabRAM HR800 spectrometer equipped with a 532 nm diode-pumped solid-state laser 
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excitation source. The frequency shifts in the GaN E2(high) and A1(LO) modes were 

investigated. The laser power incident on the samples was adjusted to 25.2 mW for GaN-

on-SiC devices and 2.4 mW for GaN-on-Si devices, respectively, to prevent laser induced 

heating, especially due to respective substrate materials. Since a sub-bandgap visible 

laser was utilized, the obtained signals represent a volumetric average value across the 

beam spot (diameter was ~1 μm) and through the entire thickness of GaN.  

 To estimate the residual stress in the AlGaN layer, Raman measurements were 

performed on the GaN-on-SiC devices as well as GaN-on-Si devices studied in [125] to 

quantify the GaN residual stress in each device type [121] at room temperature (25 °C). 

Also GaN residual stresses at the elevated baseplate temperature (85 °C) for ON-state 

tests were quantified using the Raman method suggested in [124].  Here the GaN residual 

stress is presumed to be biaxial in the c-plane which is a reasonable assumption for a thin 

epitaxial layer clamped on a much thicker substrate. The in-plane strain a in the GaN 

layer is determined based on the a-lattice constant ( GaNa ) and the strain-free a-lattice 

constant of GaN ( ,0GaNa =3.1878 Å [57]) as seen in (16): 

 

,0 ,0( ) /a GaN GaN GaNa a a    (16)

 

The biaxial stress is related to the in-plane strain a  by Hooke’s law. 

 

a aY   (17)

 

where the biaxial modulus Y  is defined as 
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2
11 12 13 332 /Y C C C C    (18)

 

The elastic stiffness constants of GaN can be found in [67] [121]. In-plane a-lattice 

constants of the device GaN layers were estimated from the stress measurements via 

Raman spectroscopy along with (16)–(18).  

 The thin AlGaN layers were pseudomorphically grown on the GaN/substrate template. 

Thus it is reasonable to assume the AlGaN a-lattice constant is the identical as that for the 

GaN layer ( AlGaN GaNa a ). The ideal room temperature strain-free lattice constant 

( ,0AlGaNa ) of AlxGa(1-x)N was determined to be 3.1670 Å using Vegard’s law based on the 

AlGaN composition (x=27% Al) and the strain-free a-lattice constants of GaN 

( ,0GaNa =3.1878 Å [57]) and AlN ( ,0AlNa =3.1106 Å [59]).  

 

,0 ,0 ,0(1 )AlGaN AlN GaNa x a x a      (19)

 

The resultant intrinsic in-plane elastic strain in the AlGaN layer was determined by  

 

, ,0 ,0( ) /a AlGaN GaN AlGaN AlGaNa a a    (20)

 

 Finally, the residual stress in the AlGaN layer was calculated using (17) with the 

elastic stiffness coefficients of AlGaN (C11=393.4 GPa, C12=142.5 GPa, C13=104.7 GPa, 

and C33=395.2 GPa) estimated by linear interpolation between GaN [67] and AlN [127] 

elastic stiffness matrices.  
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 In addition to the residual stress measurements, the devices were characterized via 

Raman spectroscopy to determine the channel temperature and operational thermo-elastic 

stress. This was performed to see the validity of the 2-D electro-thermal simulation. The 

laser probe was located at the drain side edge of the GFP at the midpoint of the device 

where the temperature was expected to be highest in the ON-state. Device output powers 

were controlled between 0.57 and 5.27 W/mm at fully open channel conditions (Vgs=2.55 

V, Vds=2–8 V). The device base temperature was maintained at Tbase=85 °C using a 

temperature controlled stage. To convert the Raman signals to thermal stress and 

temperature, a method introduced in [124] and [53] was used.  

 

7.4 Modeling 

 

 The main purpose of the computational analysis was to quantify the thermo-elastic 

and inverse piezoelectric stresses induced in the AlGaN barrier under the drain side 

corner of the gate for different HEMT structures subject to diverse bias conditions. These 

physical quantities are not observable using Raman spectroscopy (utilizing visible laser) 

due to the limitation in optical access and the weak signal intensity of AlGaN. Combined 

with the AlGaN residual stress estimated from Raman stress measurements, the total 

stress at the ‘critical region’ in each type of device was derived.  

 First, 2-D electrostatic potential distributions and heat generation profiles within 

AlGaN/GaN HEMTs subject to different bias conditions were obtained using a hybrid 

electro-thermal model [99].  This model was built using a combination of the ISE 

Sentaurus Device software package [128] and ANSYS [129]. Hydrodynamic equations 
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for electron transport were fully coupled to the diffusion equation for conduction heat 

transfer. The model adopted realistic geometries for all metal and passivation layers in 

the channel as were seen in transmission electron microscopy images for representative 

devices from the same process, including accurate values of radii of curvature at the 

corners of all metal layers facing the channel, including the gate metal. This is a crucial 

point in order to mitigate localized singularities in the solution near sharp edges, and also 

critical for extracting quantitative values for the electric field close to corners. Simulation 

parameters were validated by comparing I-V and other DC characteristics with those for 

actual devices. Further details of this coupled electro-thermal model can be found in [99].    

 The electrostatic potential and heat source results from the electro-thermal model [99] 

were then linked to a 2-D coupled electro-thermo-mechanical model developed using 

COMSOL Multiphysics [130]. Electrical and mechanical physics were one-way coupled 

thus secondary strain-induced alteration in the electrical characteristics (piezoelectric 

polarization field) of the device were not considered. Structural and temperature 

dependent thermal material properties were employed [131] in this model. Material 

properties for AlGaN were determined via linear interpolation (Vegard’s law) between its 

binary constituents GaN and AlN as a function of mole fraction except where deviations 

are significant, such as for the thermal conductivity (k=30 W/mK) [100], bandgap, and 

carrier mobility, etc. [127]. Structural and thermal properties of AlN reported in [127] 

and [60] were employed. The thermal conductivity of this defective transition layer was 

deduced from the effective thermal boundary resistance measured in [102] rather than 

using a value corresponding to bulk single crystalline AlN (k=285 W/mK). Silicon 
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properties were adopted from [132], [133], and [134]. The piezoelectric coupling 

matrices and permittivity tensors for relevant materials are listed in Table 5.  

 

Table 5.  Electrical properties of materials. 

  

 

 In order to prevent potential errors caused by simplified model geometry [138], [87], 

the electro-thermo-mechanical model did not include only the chip itself but also 

considered the device module up to the device package. It should be noted that this 

coupled continuum scale analysis does not include failure analysis but only calculates the 

magnitude of the mechanical stresses induced by the internal (vertical) electric field and 

temperature gradient within the elastic deformation regime. For clarity, the coupled 

modeling scheme is illustrated in Fig. 34.  

 To validate the thermo-mechanical results, the simulation results for the GaN layer 

were compared with those resulting from the Raman thermometry measurements.  

 

 

Permittivity matrix 
Piezoelectric coefficients  

(C/m2) Material 
ε11 ε33 Reference e15 e31 e33 Reference 

GaN 8.6 10.5 [135] -0.41 -0.47 0.84 [135] 
AlN 9 9.5 [127] -0.32 -0.6 1.34 [127] 

Al0.27Ga0.73N 8.71 10.23 [135], [127] -0.386 -0.505 0.975 [135], [127] 
6H-SiC 9.66 10.03 [136] -0.198 -0.2 0.398 [137] 

Si 11.7  - - -  
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Fig. 34.  The approach method used to quantify the total stress in the AlGaN layer under 
the drain side corner of the gate. 
 
 

7.5 Results and Discussion 

 

7.5.1 Electrical Step Stress Tests  

 

 As shown in section 7.3.2, electrical stress tests in the current work were performed 

under harsh conditions (high Vds) compared to previous studies [8], [125] to enforce the 

devices to degrade and relate results to the computational mechanical stress analyses. 

Notably, virtually no field-driven permanent performance degradation [8] took place in 

the GaN-on-SiC 6-finger HEMTs (no SCFP implemented) up to a Vds of 144 V for OFF-
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state stress tests. In contrast to these results, devices employing Si substrates underwent 

electrical degradation during OFF-state step stress tests where the critical Vds ranged 

between 35 and 75 V [125]. The GaN-on-Si devices had similar cross-sectional geometry 

with the devices tested here but employed SCFPs that would further suppress the peak 

electric field strength [139], [20]. A typical result for the GaN-on-SiC device where 

degradation was minimal is shown in Fig. 35 (a). No remarkable changes in gate leakage 

current, peak transconductance, Idmax, Idss Ron, and threshold voltage were observed. 

Interestingly, at this stress condition (Vds=144 V), induction of a larger tensile inverse 

piezoelectric stress is expected to occur compared to that formed in the GaN-on-Si 

devices [125] exposed to the critical bias conditions (Vds=35–75 V) mentioned above.  

 For ON-state stress tests (P=4.5 W/mm), sudden performance degradation showing 

typical features described in [8] consistently took place in the tested GaN-on-SiC devices 

when Vds was stepped up to relatively low values ranging from 70 to 75 V. A 

representative result is displayed in Fig. 35 (b) where an increase in off-state gate leakage 

current by an order of magnitude is observed.   

 

  

Fig. 35.  Gate current characteristics measured before and after Vds step stress 
experiments for representative electrical stress conditions. Here Vgs was swept from -8 to 
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2 V while Vds was kept at 5 V. Change in device characteristics after pinch-off state 
(Vgs=-8 V) stressing at Vds=144 V is shown for a GaN-on-SiC device in (a). (b) illustrates 
the change in performance of a GaN-on-SiC device after ON-state stressing (Vgs≈-3.58 V, 
Vds=70 V, P=4.5 W/mm). 
 

 

7.5.2 Impact of the Inverse Piezoelectric Stress  

 

 2-D Electro-mechanical simulations were performed to quantify the magnitude of 

inverse piezoelectric stress occurring in devices. First, a structure based on the actual 

GaN-on-SiC device only having a GFP was examined. Then a structure representing the 

GaN-on-Si devices studied in [125] was constructed by including a SCFP in addition to 

the GFP structure. The two device types were compared in terms of maximum inverse 

piezoelectric stress induced in the AlGaN layer. Devices were under pinch-off (Vgs=-8 V), 

Tbase=25 °C and the electrical stress factor Vds was increased from 28 V to 120 V.  

 The electrical simulations confirmed that field plates (GFP as well as SCFP) relieve 

the maximum vertical electric field strength that occurs in the AlGaN compared to no 

field-plated cases (results not displayed). The peak values all occurred near the drain side 

gate edge labeled as the ‘critical region’ in Fig. 33. Redistribution of the electric field was 

observed for field plated structures accompanied by reduction in the maximum field 

value. For identical voltage bias conditions, both the peak values of lateral and vertical 

components of the electric field were lowest in magnitude for the GaN-on-Si device 

employing a SCFP [125]. Electric field results were qualitatively as well as quantitatively 

similar to those shown in [140]. Fig. 36 illustrates the peak vertical electric field and 

inverse piezoelectric stress induced in the AlGaN layer where these maximum values 
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occur at the surface of the AlGaN barrier layer under the drain end of the gate, i.e., the 

‘critical region’ depicted in Fig. 33. Here and in the following analysis we focus on the x-

direction normal stress component σxx. The direction of this stress component is 

perpendicular to the extension of the AlGaN surface cracks reported in [116] aligned 

under the gate edge throughout the entire channel width along the gate metal edge that 

formed after conducting stress tests where Vds values were beyond the critical value [8].  

 

 

   

 

Fig. 36. (a) Maximum vertical electric field strength and (b) tensile inverse piezoelectric 
stress induced in the AlGaN barrier for different device structures. ‘GFP’ device refers to 
the GaN-on-SiC devices whereas ‘GFP+SCFP’ represents the GaN-on-Si devices from 
[125]. Solid lines are guides to the eye. (c) Simulation result for the GaN-on-SiC device 
showing the normal stress component (with a direction in parallel to the gate length) 
induced by the vertical electric field in the device for a test condition of Vgs=-8 V and 
Vds=28 V (OFF-state). 
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 Difference in AlGaN/GaN quality or trap density between two device types was not 

rigorously considered in the simulation. However, the actual peak field magnitude would 

be lower in the GaN-on-Si devices compared to the GaN-on-SiC devices for identical 

voltage bias conditions since SCFPs were implemented and higher native trap density is 

expected in the AlGaN barrier under the gate [141]. Therefore, a conservative 

comparative analysis was developed by referring to the simulation results shown in Fig. 

36. It is expected that the maximum inverse piezoelectric stress induced in the GaN-on-

SiC devices (having only GFP) biased under high voltages (120 V) would be 

significantly larger than the corresponding stresses induced in the GaN-on-Si devices 

[125] biased under their critical Vds conditions (35–75 V). This fact reflects that by solely 

considering the inverse piezoelectric stress, it is difficult to explain the reason why all 

measured GaN-on-SiC devices withstood the field induced degradation at OFF-state up 

to the highest voltage supplied. Even though the role of other degradation assisting 

mechanisms cannot be overlooked, in a mechanics point of view, it seems worthy of 

pursuing investigation regarding the role of total stress induced in the AlGaN barrier 

instead of solely considering the inverse piezoelectric stress. Other contributors that 

would constitute the total stress in the AlGaN layer are the pre-existing residual stress 

and the operational thermelastic stress.  
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7.5.3 The Role of Substrate Induced Residual Stress  

 

 It was revealed from Raman measurements that the GaN layer of the 6-finger GaN-

on-SiC devices possessed compressive residual stress with an average value of -199±50 

MPa at room temperature. These devices did not undergo performance degradation even 

after harsh Vds (=144 V) OFF-state step stress experiments (Fig. 35). 

 In [114], AlGaN/GaN HEMTs grown on SiC substrates (no SCFPs implemented) also 

did not exhibit standard degradation features driven by the inverse piezoelectric effect 

after pinch-off state step stress tests even though Vds was increased close to device 

breakdown voltages (100 V). This is consistent with the observations in the current work. 

The GaN residual stress of the devices used in [114] were  examined via Raman 

spectroscopy and turned out to be similar (-147±24 MPa) to the residual stress in the 

GaN-on-SiC devices studied here. It was also observed that within our available in-house 

device pool, randomly selected devices with various channel numbers and length 

configurations built on compressively stressed GaN from different wafers and lot runs 

had relatively high critical drain-source voltages (over 80 V) compared to devices with 

GaN layers having tensile residual stress or did not exhibit the inverse piezoelectric effect 

driven degradation features [8] up to our test limits. Admittedly, a complicating factor is 

that different growth processing steps or the use of different substrate/transition layer 

materials would result in different AlGaN/GaN quality or trap density.  

 Raman stress measurements [121] were conducted on a number of devices studied in 

[125] that had a critical drain to source voltage of ~45 V. The average GaN residual stress 

of these devices was 478±76 MPa (tensile). Both the lattice (not a major contributor) and 
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thermal mismatches between GaN and Si lead to a high tensile stress in the GaN epilayer 

as a result of post-growth cooling even though a buffer layer is implemented [56]. The 

lattice constants of AlGaN are smaller than those of GaN. Therefore, a larger in-plane 

tensile strain resulted in the AlGaN layer of the GaN-on-Si devices studied in [125] 

compared to the GaN-on-SiC devices.  

 Similar degradation in Si-based AlGaN/GaN HEMTs was frequently reported in 

literature, including [125] and [140], although to be sure it is possible to have high 

breakdown voltages for latest GaN-on-Si devices with optimized design [142]. In-house 

GaN-on-Si 10-finger AlGaN/GaN HEMTs shown relatively low critical voltages [8], for 

example, 28 V, for OFF-state stress tests. The mean value for the GaN residual stress of 

these devices was 470±76 MPa (tensile), determined from Raman measurements [121]. 

The room temperature residual stress values in the GaN and AlGaN layers of the tested 

GaN-on-SiC and GaN-on-Si devices from [125] are displayed in Fig. 37. The residual 

stresses in the AlGaN layers were calculated based on the measured GaN residual 

stresses following the procedure introduced in section 7.3.3. Total stresses at the AlGaN 

‘critical region’ regarding two representative conditions for the GaN-on-SiC (no 

degradation at high voltage bias, Vds=120 V) and GaN-on-Si [125] (onset of degradation, 

Vds=45 V) devices is displayed in the first and third columns of Fig. 39. It is clearly seen 

that the magnitude of the total stress at the AlGaN ‘critical region’ (refer to Fig. 33) is 

dominated by the AlGaN residual stress rather than the electric field induced stress. Thus, 

it is likely that the substrate induced residual stress in the AlGaN layer plays a critical 

role in determining the device behavior in response to high voltage biasing. 
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Fig. 37. (a) Room temperature residual stress values in the GaN layers of different 
devices measured via Raman spectroscopy. (b) AlGaN residual stresses estimated based 
on the GaN residual stresses. 
 

 

7.5.4 Thermal Stress Effects  

 

 It was shown in previous studies that the operational thermo-elastic stress in the GaN 

layer under the conductive channel is compressive due to local thermal expansion 

hindered by the colder regions outside of this heat generating domain [48]. Therefore one 

may expect the thermo-elastic stress to counterbalance the tensile inverse piezoelectric 

stress in the AlGaN layer during operation thus devices would be less prone to the 

inverse piezoelectric effect driven degradation [8] at ON-state conditions [138]. However, 

a number of reports including [143] demonstrated contrary results to this. References 

[115] and [119] reinforce the idea that devices may become more likely to experience 

mechanical damage in the AlGaN layer during high power dissipating situations under 

sufficiently high bias conditions.  
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 Detailed analysis was performed considering the AlGaN layer using the 2-D electro-

thermo-mechanical simulation described in section 7.4. It was found that a large tensile 

stress or strain along the channel length (x-) direction arises at ON-state conditions in the 

AlGaN surface right under the drain side corner of the gate mainly due to the thermal 

expansion coefficient mismatch between the gate metal (Au: 14.2×10-6 /K) and AlGaN 

layer (4.34×10-6 /K). As a result, an overall increase in the tensile stress is induced at this 

location.  

 To test this finding under simplified fully open channel conditions [124] and ensure 

the quantitative validity of the stress results obtained from simulation, Raman 

temperature and stress measurements were conducted on the 6-finger GaN-on-SiC 

devices. Devices were powered under fully open channel (Vgs=2.55 V) at low drain 

biases (Vds = 2–8 V) as described in section 7.3.3. Raman measurements were taken at 

the midpoint of the center channels close to the drain side GFP edge. Results were 

compared with simplified 3-D FEA thermo-mechanical simulation [131], [101] as well as 

the 2-D simulation used in the current work. To make direct comparison with the Raman 

results, the modeling data were volume averaged through the entire thickness of GaN 

similar to the Raman laser probe. Excellent agreement between the experimental results 

and the 3-D simulation in Fig. 38 gives confidence to the selected modeling parameters. 

The 2-D modeling results which accounted for 3-D heat spreading effects through the use 

of solder/package temperature boundary conditions also shown reasonable agreement 

with results from the other two methods. The overall close agreement among three 

methods gives credibility to the quantitative analysis performed on the AlGaN layer using 

2-D simulation. Though a large tensile stress is observed in the AlGaN near the 
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gate/AlGaN interface, away from the gate edge and going into the GaN layer, the thermo-

elastic stress becomes compressive as expected [48].  

 

  

 

Fig. 38. Model validation of the thermo-mechanical results through the use of Raman 
spectroscopy measurements. (a) Channel temperature in the GaN layer at various power 
conditions deduced from thermal simulation as well as Raman thermometry. (b) 
Operational thermo-elastic stress induced at diverse power conditions. Raman results 
represent the through thickness average values in the GaN layer. Also shown is the 
thermal stress at the AlGaN ‘critical region’ (refer to Fig. 33) deduced from 2-D thermo-
mechanical simulations. (c) 2-D simulation results for the thermo-elastic stress induced 
under operating conditions of Vgs=2 V (fully opened channel), Vds=80 V and P=4.5 
W/mm. The AlGaN ‘critical region’ is indicated by the red circle under the drain side 
gate edge. Data averaging was performed within the domain illustrated as the ‘Raman 
probe’ to compare with thermal stress measured via Raman spectroscopy. 
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7.5.5 Total stress analysis (Pinch-off state vs. ON-state)  

 

 Finally analysis regarding the total stress at the AlGaN ‘critical region’ (Fig. 33) was 

conducted involving electrical bias conditions where real devices experienced 

degradation (case 2 and 3) except for case 1 described below regarding the GaN-on-SiC 

device electrically stressed under pinch-off. The four conditions are summarized in Table 

6. Case 3 (third column in Fig. 39) was chosen as a representative condition where the 

onset of inverse piezoelectric effect driven degradation [8] took place in the GaN-on-Si 

devices (SCFP implemented) [125] under pinch-off. To assess the role of substrate 

induced residual stress under pinch-off state, case 1 (GaN-on-SiC device) was selected 

for the purpose of conservative comparison in terms of the inverse piezoelectric stress 

where the applied Vds was much higher than that for case 3 and a SCFP was not 

employed. For this case, degradation features were not observed in the electrical stress 

tests. Case 2 refers to a condition where the onset of degradation took place at relatively 

low Vds (70–75 V) during ON-state step stress tests for the GaN-on-SiC test structures. 

From this case we attempt to see the contribution of operational thermo-elastic stress to 

performance degradation. As a result of the harsh bias condition [124] and high baseplate 

temperature (85 °C), the estimated device channel peak temperature (Tch) for the GaN-

on-SiC test structure (case 2) was beyond the safety limit for a relevant commercial 

device. Case 4 was not physically tested but was computationally studied to see the 

substrate material effect on the maximum total stress in the AlGaN layer of the GaN-on-

Si device dissipating identical power as in case 2.  
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Table 6. Description of analyzed devices and bias conditions. 

 

Case Device GFP SCFP State Vds(V) P(W/mm) Tch(°C) Degradation 

1 GaN/SiC Yes No Pinch-offa 120 0 25 No 

2 GaN/SiC Yes No ONa 75 4.5 250.6 Yes 

3 GaN/Si Yes Yes Pinch-offa 45 0 25 Yes 

4 GaN/Si Yes Yes ONa 45 4.5 340.8 N/Ab 
aThe base temperature was 25 °C and 85 °C for the pinch-off and ON-state conditions, respectively. 
bThis case was not physically tested. This is a hypothetical situation considered for the purpose of comparison.
 

 

 In Fig. 39, respective contributions to the total stress at the ‘critical region’ (shown in 

Fig. 33) of the GaN-on-SiC and GaN-on-Si devices are displayed for all cases listed in 

Table 6. For pinch-off state conditions (the first and third column of Fig. 39), self-heating 

is negligible thus the thermal stress portion is neglected. In these cases the total stress is 

the superposition of inverse piezoelectric stress and residual stress. Two bias conditions 

were compared; Vgs=-8 V, Vds=45 V (critical voltage) for the GaN-on-Si device used in 

[125] (bias condition where the onset of inverse piezoelectric effect driven degradation 

took place) and Vgs=-8 V, Vds=120 V for the GaN-on-SiC device having only a GFP. It is 

clearly seen that although the GaN-on-SiC device was biased under an extremely harsh 

condition, the magnitude of the total stress at the AlGaN ‘critical region’ was much lower 

than that for the GaN-on-Si device exposed to a relatively low voltage condition. 
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Fig. 39. Total stress induced in the critical region (displayed in Fig. 33) of the AlGaN 
barrier for different device structures under diverse test conditions. Effects of different 
baseplate temperatures for the pinch-off and ON-state tests were considered in the 
calculation of AlGaN residual stresses. 
 

 

 Interestingly, it is shown in Fig. 39 that the magnitude of total stresses in two different 

devices under different bias conditions where onset of degradation occurred (cases 2 and 

3 in Table 6) are comparable. Therefore, in a mechanics point of view, the total stress at 

the critical region of AlGaN (Fig. 33) seems to be a decisive factor for the degradation 

mode introduced in [8] to take place. It was observed in a separate group of modified 

GaN-on-SiC test structures, for example, structures including SCFPs, that onset of 

degradation would occur at ON-state conditions where a similar value of total stress (~3.9 

GPa) was induced.  

 For the case simulating the GaN-on-Si device under ON-state (Vds=45 V, P=4.5 

W/mm), since much higher peak temperature occurs (see Table 6) due to increased 

thermal resistance mainly originating from the less thermally conductive substrate 
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material, the magnitude of the thermo-elastic stress is much larger than that induced in 

the GaN-on-SiC device at this same power level. Therefore, this condition seems to be 

the most detrimental case where the device is prone to degrade or fail. The negative effect 

of elevated temperature on device degradation was previously reported in [119]. 

 At ON-state conditions, it is expected that degradation mechanisms other than the 

inverse piezoelectric effect [8] including the hot electron induced degradation [7] would 

also play a role in causing reliability problems. Also high junction temperature may 

degrade the Schottky gate and ohmic contacts, drive thermal diffusion and intermixing 

processes, and form material defects. However, a similar argument relating ON-state 

conditions and the inverse piezoelectric effect [8] was made in several studies including 

[144]. For the devices tested in this work, instead of exhibiting gradual degradation along 

with increasing Vds (at ON-state, P=4.5 W/mm), an abrupt change in performance indices 

including the gate leakage current was observed at a certain stress voltage (cirtical Vds) as 

demonstrated in [8] and as shown in Fig. 35. The discussed results suggest that total 

stress can be a critical parameter related to the onset of the degradation mechanism 

formulated in [8] that accompanies defect formation or mechanical damage in the AlGaN 

barrier. 

 

 

7.6 Conclusions 

 

 2-D electro-thermo-mechanical simulations were conducted to analyze the magnitude 

dependence of the maximum total stress in the AlGaN layer on operating conditions of 
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AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. Linear elastic deformation was assumed and wurtzite crystal 

elastic anisotropy was taken into account. For numerical calculations, continuum scale 

analysis was performed using credible values of elastic, thermal, and piezoelectric 

parameters reported in literature. Most AlGaN material properties were estimated using 

linear interpolation (Vegard’s law). Credibility of modeling results were ensured by 

comparing the results with those obtained from Raman spectroscopy measurements and 

simplified 3-D modeling for simple bias test cases. 

 The physical mechanism that induces mechanical damage in the AlGaN layer of 

devices biased under high voltage conditions [8] is not believed to be a purely mechanical 

phenomenon [112]. Instead, it is believed that a combined effect of imperfect material 

growth, impurity diffusion processes (e.g., Ni and O [140]) promoted by tensile strain 

and/or temperature rise [145], and surface electrochemical reactions [146], [147] weakens 

the material, i.e., AlGaN, and then mechanical factors including the inverse piezoelectric 

effect trigger formation of defects/pits/cracks at the AlGaN surface, preferentially near 

the drain side corner of the gate where a peak electric field occurs [112]. Electrically this 

type of degradation is observed by an abrupt increase in OFF-state gate current at a 

certain Vds which is often referred to as the ‘critical voltage’ in literature [8]. Structural 

damages in the AlGaN surface along the gate edge on its drain side were revealed by 

atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning probe electron microscopy (SEM) [116].  

 Modeling results show that by considering solely the electric field induced stress, it is 

difficult to elucidate the behavior of certain devices that withstand degradation during 

OFF-state Vds step stress tests conducted at extremely high voltages. In addition to the 

inverse piezoelectric stress, other stress contributions to the AlGaN total stress, namely, 
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the pre-existing residual stress in and operational thermo-elastic stress should not be 

overlooked.  

 It was seen within the examined device pool that devices were less prone to degrade 

at high voltage conditions if the GaN residual stress was more compressive or in other 

words, the AlGaN residual stress was less tensile. A more rigorous analysis would 

involve analysis of differences in the density or nature of intrinsic defects within the 

epitaxial layers used in individual devices. However, from the experimental results 

presented, the substrate (SiC, Si, etc.) induced residual stress in the GaN layer seems to 

be one of the decisive factors that impact the device reliability under high bias conditions. 

Caution should be taken because thermal stress obtained from sub-bandgap micro-Raman 

spectroscopy measurements probes the average value of stress through the thickness in 

the GaN layer, and may give a false sense that thermal strain reduces the overall elastic 

energy at the critical region of the AlGaN surface. To discuss the impact of mechanical 

stress on the defects (in some occasions, also pits and/or cracks) that form at high voltage 

bias conditions, the AlGaN surface (or Schottky/AlGaN interface) has to be taken into 

account, not the AlGaN/GaN interface or the GaN layer as considered in previous studies 

[148]. Under ON-state conditions, the thermal expansion coefficient mismatch between 

the gate material and AlGaN causes operational thermo-elastic stress to increase the 

overall tensile stress induced at this location.  
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CHAPTER 8 

OPPORTUNITIES AND CONCLUSIONS 

 
 
 
 

8.1 Summary 

 

8.1.1 Development of Optical Stress Metrology for thin GaN epi-layers  

  

 Stress measurement techniques utilizing micro-Raman and micro-PL spectroscopy 

were developed that allow observation of the lateral as well as vertical (depth) variation 

of stress in the GaN layer of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. Raman and PL biaxial stress 

conversion factors were derived to overcome the inconsistency in values reported in 

literature. Moreover, precise values for strain-free reference E2(high) and A1(LO) phonon 

frequencies as well as luminescent band gap energy (all at room temperature) were 

obtained under explicit initial spectrometer calibration conditions and appropriate GaN 

structural parameters. This work uniquely gives elaborate elucidation for experimental 

details and assumptions to represent a strain-free GaN crystal among similar studies 

reported in literature.  

 The residual stress in GaN wafers prepared for fabricating HEMT structures can be 

easily estimated using other conventional techniques such as wafer curvature 

measurement. However, different from those conventional methods, the developed 
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optical methods offer sufficient submicron spatial resolution that allow observation of the 

variation of mechanical stress over devices that have microscale characteristic lengths.   

 

8.1.2 Analysis of the Residual Stress Distribution in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs 

  

 From the observation of the GaN residual stress distribution and depth variation in the 

AlGaN/GaN HEMTs examined, it is believed that a tensile strain is induced in the 

AlGaN layer near the edge of metallization structures. This effect is not unexpected, 

however, was experimentally confirmed in this work, for the first time in literature.  

 The tensile strain induced near the drain side corner of the gate adds up to tensile 

loads from different physical origins including the inverse piezoelectric stress under 

normal biased/operating conditions. Such increase in local tensile strain in the AlGaN 

barrier under the drain side corner of the gate may have an adverse effect on device 

reliability by promoting defect formation and/or crack initiation. Device designers should 

account for this surface pattern induced stress effect and optimize metallization and/or 

passivation overlayer deposition schemes to reduce the induced tensile strain in order to 

improve device reliability. 

 

8.1.3 Thermometry of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs Using Multi-Spectral  Raman Features  

  

 In this work, an accurate and time-efficient micro-Raman thermometry method was 

developed based on the work in [53] but using simplified linear equations. This method is 
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very useful in characterizing GaN based MEMS and microelectronic devices since a 

device temperature calibration is unnecessary unlike previously reported and widely used 

Raman thermometry techniques [52]. Elimination of calibration results in accurate 

temperature results, shorter experiment time, and relatively low uncertainty levels 

compared to results from different stress-independent Raman temperature measurement 

techniques utilizing the phonon linewidth or Stokes to anti-Stokes intensity ratio. The 

limitation of utilizing this linear 2-peak fit method is that the state of the evolved thermal 

stress in the GaN layer should be biaxial in the basal plane of GaN.  

 

8.1.4 The Impact of Bias Conditions on Self-Heating in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs  

  

 Utilizing the developed 2-peak fit Raman thermometry method, the device channel 

temperature behavior versus drain and gate biases at the same power dissipation was 

examined. Under bias conditions where Vds is higher and Vgs is more negative, the heat 

generation region becomes more concentrated at a nanoscale region under the drain end 

of the gate electrode. Consequently a higher channel peak temperature results compared 

to those for open channel conditions with lower Vds even though the total power 

dissipation in the device is kept identical.  

 Even though this subject is not from an unexpected phenomenon, this study possesses  

usefulness and uniqueness since the bias dependence in high power GaN HEMTs was 

studied comparing temperatures at open channel conditions to those for practical 

operating conditions where Vds is high (e.g., Vds=28 V, 48 V). The observed results are 
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very important in terms of device lifetime or mean time to failure (MTTF) prediction 

from accelerated life time tests.  

 

8.1.5 The Impact of Stress on the Degradation of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs  

  

 A combined analysis including extensive experiments and sumulation was performed 

to quantify the total stress occurring in the AlGaN layer under the drain side corner of the 

gate of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs subject to operating conditions where the onset of electrical 

performance degradation took place. These electrical conditions were found by 

conducting electrical step stress tests at both pinch-off and ON-state. The Residual stress 

in the AlGaN was estimated from Raman stress measurements. Inverse piezoelectric and 

thermo-elastic stresses were quantified via coupled electro-thermo-mechanical simulation. 

The overall total stress in the AlGaN was determined from the superposition of these 

three stress components assuming linear elastic deformation. 

 For the tested device pool, a consistent critical level of AlGaN total stress (~3.9 MPa) 

was found at operating conditions where device performance degradation started to occur 

even though the examined devices had different structures (substrate material, 

implementation of field plates). Although additional analysis involving for example, 

impurity diffusion and surface electrochemical reactions, is required to obtain a more 

complete picture of the high voltage induced degradation physics, such link between 

performance degradation and the evolution of total stress in devices was not reported in 

literature prior to this study. 
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8.2 Future Work 

 

 The work presented in this dissertation in Chapters 3 to 7 provide a comprehensive 

methodology to perform micro-Raman and PL to characterize stress and temperature in 

AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. With the exception of improvements to spatial resolution and 

temporal resolution, there does not seem to be a great need to further improve the stress 

and temperature measurement techniques under steady state conditions. However, there 

are still abundant opportunities to delve into the degradation physics of AlGaN/GaN 

HEMTs now that these tools are developed. 

 

8.2.1 Extended Study of the Impact of Stress on the Degradation of AlGaN/GaN 

HEMTs  

  

 It was shown in Chapter 7 that the total stress in the AlGaN seems to play a major 

role in triggering mechanical damage at the AlGaN surface near the drain side corner of 

the gate having a critical level of ~3.9 GPa. Consistent results were seen in at least three 

type of devices; GaN-on-SiC devices with only gate field plate (GFP) structure 

implemented, similar GaN-on-SiC devices also having source connected field plates 

(SCFPs) (results not published), and GaN-on-Si devices with only GFPs. To gain 

confidence in the derived conclusions that relate the mechanical driver (total stress in the 

AlGaN) with the electric field induced degradation mode suggested in [8], we try to 

further limit the variable among different samples or device types to the pre-existing 

growth induced residual tensile strain in the AlGaN. For this purpose, AlGaN/GaN 
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HEMTs with identical structure except the AlGaN composition will be prepared. This 

method is advantageous over testing identical devices subject to 4-point bending in a 

number of aspects. First, a relatively large sample die (the longest length of the wafer 

piece will have to be ~1 inch) needs to be prepared for 4-point bending tests. Even 

though this condition is met, the samples can easily break since brittle materials compose 

the device die. Variation of Al% alters the ‘effective’ AlGaN lattice constants and leads 

to different levels of tensile strain induced in the AlGaN layer of the devices. 

Accordingly, the strain variation in AlGaN results in change in electrical characteristics 

of the device mainly due to the variation in the piezoelectric polarization induced in the 

AlGaN. Electrical step stress tests will be conducted on these devices but with smaller 

Vds step sizes (1 V) compared to the investigation described in Chapter 7. Efforts will be 

made to find a correlation between the Al% (or total stress in the AlGaN near the drain 

end of the gate) and the critical Vds where onset of electrical performance degradation 

takes place. Mechanical stresses originating from different origins will be again 

considered for different voltage bias conditions. One drawback of this experimental 

scheme is that we are performing comparative analysis not on an identical AlGaN 

material. As the AlGaN composition varies, the mechanical properties as well as 

electrical properties such as elastic stiffness matrix and piezoelectric coefficients also 

changes and will have to be fully accounted for in the stress analysis. Albeit of these 

demerits, the study will provide insight for AlGaN/GaN HEMT design optimization 

regarding the trade-off or balance among growth capabilities, device performance, and 

reliability to GaN HEMT manufacturers. 
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8.2.2 Required Workload and Expected Outcome 

 

 For this extended study, an automated device testing software needs to be developed.  

Several automated test functions must be developed to perform step stress tests at 

gradually increased electrical stress conditions (Vds) while benign device electrical 

characterization should be performed in the middle of different electrical stress 

conditions to detect post-stress device degradation. Time dependence of the HEMT 

degradation under high voltage conditions will also be examined thus these automated 

tests should be conducted at various stress-time durations ranging from several minutes to 

hundreds of hours. Raman residual stress measurements will be performed to ensure 

similar levels of residual stress residing in the GaN layer of all samples. The geometry 

used in the coupled electro-thermo-mechanical model requires modification and 

especially, for electrical simulation, the data regarding I-V characteristics of real devices 

need to be collected. At this point, it is expected that higher Al content will lead to lower 

critical Vds due to higher level of tensile stress resulting from smaller strain-free effective 

lattice constants of the corresponding AlGaN layers. 

 

8.3 Conclusions 

 

 Conventional semiconductor device technologies are hitting their limits in a myriad 

of applications. Customers push developers to the performance limits given by the 

intrinsic properties of the materials system employed. For instance, regarding 

telecommunication systems that are relevant to the devices studied in this work, new 
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commercial devices such as smart-phones immerge from brilliant ideas and accordingly 

there occurs a need or push for more powerful and high quality signals so that customers 

can communicate even at extremely distant or isolated regions. Who would have 

imagined we would be able to receive calls in the third basement or call 911 on 

mountains in Colorado? Major phone carriers are under a push to provide customers with 

high speed internet access with a speed comparable to Gigabit Ethernet meaning higher 

data transmission rate. Even having these intense technological pushes in the commercial 

market, it is not surprising that indeed extreme needs will exist for military applications 

where performance is of upmost importance rather than cost. Therefore, it seems natural 

that, if conventional materials systems cannot afford the requirements from the customers, 

a paradigm shift is essential and developers must jump into a totally new technology. 

 However, as the performance goes up and a new technology is employed, more 

complicated reliability issues arise. And it becomes more and more difficult to develop 

commercial level products or obtain optimized design by trial-and-error or reverse 

engineering without rigorous analysis. Dealing with these reliability problems, an 

approach based on a single physical domain is not enough and the problems become 

highly interdisciplinary, i.e., various physics are coupled. Also as the time and length 

scales of the technology reduces, under the continuum limit, things become even more 

complicated. Therefore, not only fundamental research in each physical or engineering 

discipline at small scales has to be conducted but also efforts to see the outcome of fully 

coupled physical phenomena for an integrated system has to be done. It has become even 

more important for product developers to keep pace with researchers conducting these 

fundamental research activities. 
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 In the author’s opinion, the work done here may serve as a good example of the 

previously mentioned statements. The project was conducted through the collaboration of 

a defense corporation, military research lab, and a university lab. Practical needs or 

problem statements were made from RFMD and we have collaborated with AFRL to 

solve those multi-disciplinary problems. Collaborative research was done via engineers 

and scientists from different fields; materials science, applied physics, physics, and us 

mechanical engineers. Core ideas did originate from the most well-experienced scientists 

at AFRL and we served to assist them with our capabilities and for some occasions would 

address reliability problems in a different perspective. Continuous collaboration was 

successfully done without time to lie back via the telecon meetings held bi-weekly.  

 We have developed new and most accurate (to date) stress and temperature 

measurement techniques that can be applied to GaN based micro electronics or 

microelectromechancial systems (MEMS). For this work intense efforts were made to 

find best test samples which finally came from different origins such as Kyma 

Technologies and AFRL. Rigorous analysis and discussions were made regarding the 

experimental instruments (spectrometers) with field engineers from Renishaw and Horiba 

Jovin Yvon to get most precise results. Of course in-depth understanding of the physical 

origins of the optical responses we utilized to indirectly measure the mechanical 

quantities was required. Eventually, the developed techniques were applied to find out 

critical aspects regarding device fabrication and life time prediction that are of primary 

importance for device manufacturers. In the end, to delve into degradation physics of 

AlGaN/GaN HEMTs, all of the developed experimental methods were utilized together 

with coupled electro-thermo-mechancial simulation to quantify or extrapolate important 
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physical quantities that were not observable through the experimental methods but having 

paramount importance regarding device reliability. In the beginning different physical 

effects were investigated separately by AFRL and us and finally the reliable models were 

unified to quantify mechanical stresses induced from different physical origins involving 

electro-mechanical coupling, thermo-mechanical coupling, and hetero-epitaxial growth or 

processing. Derived results were meaningful in both an academic and practical point of 

view. I do believe this work contributed at least in more one step to move forward the 

GaN electronics technology closer to its full commercialization.  
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